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1. Introduction 

These lectures discuss t+e~ interactions at very high energies with a particular 
emphasis on searching beyond the standard model which we take to be SU(3.)rc[(rr A 
SUli)hVll). The highest e + e " collision energy exploited to date is at PETRA where 
data have been taken at 38 GeV. We will consider energies above this to be the "very 
high energy" frontier. The lectures will begin with a review of the collision energies 
which will be available in the upgraded machines of today and the machines planned 
for tomorrow. Without going into great detail, we will define the essential dements of 
the standard model. We will remind ourselves that some of these essential elements 
have not yet been verified and that part of the task of searching beyond the standard 
model will involve experiments aimed at this verification. For if we find the standard 
model lacking, then clearly we are forced to find an alternative. So we will investigate 
how the higher energy e +e~ collisions can be used to search for the top quark, the 
neutral Higgs scalar, provide true verification of the non-Abelian nature of QCD, etc. 

Having done this we will look at tests of models involving simple extensions of 
the standard model. Models considered are those without a top quirk, those with 
charged Higgs scalar*, with multiple and/or composite vector bosons, with additional 
generations and possible alternative explanations for the PETRA three jet events which 
don't require gluon bremsstrahlung. 

From the simple extensions of tb« standard model we will move to more radical 
alternatives, alternatives which have arisen from the unhappiness with the gaui?e hi
erarchy problem of the standard model. Technicolor, Supersymmetry and composite 
n/.'dels will be discussed. ID the final section we will summarize what the future holds 
in terms of the starch beyond the standard model. 

We will be considering man/ different theoretical models in these lectures. The 
descriptions of the models will intentionally be brief (and non-rigorous); the main 
emphasis will be on the experimental implications of these models. 
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3, The e +e~ Machines of the Future 

The e + e " storage rings have been iBvam&ble tools for the discovery and study of 
new thresholds. The fourth quark flavor was discovered at SPEAR as was the third 
leptoa family. The clean environment provided by the e*e~ storage rings SPEAR 
and DORIS permitted detailed study of charm spectroscopy and provided a wide 
variety of testa all of which pointed to the fact that the r was in fact a universal 
leptou. The bottom quark was not discovered is «+*~ interactions, However the 
studies at D'JRIS and CESR have provided ft wealth o* information about the bottom 
quark. The FETRA and PEP storage rings were built with the hope of discovering 
the top <jB3rk. Alas, top has not yet shown itself and the present PETRA limits 
indicate that the top quark is more massive than 18.5 GeV/c2, However PETRA 
did bring striking confirmation of *3,CD as evidenced by events containing hard gluon 
hiemsstrahlung. Also clear evidence tor the eleetroweak interaction b apparent m the 
muon pair asymmetry measurements, the magnitude of the asymmetry confirming the 
predictions of the Weinberg-Salam model. These arc o«ly a few of the striking examples 
of hew fruitful the investment m t*e~ machines has been. Witft new thresholds to be 
tested, what energy ranges in e+«~ interactions will be available to the experimenters 
of the future? We will concern ourselves here mainly with the parameters of the 
machines — the physics opportunities which go with these machines wit] he discussed 
iu Inter sections. 

Daring the next few years, PETRA will undergo a continuous energy upgrade* in 
search of the elusive top quark. By the end of 1S82, PETRA will have doubled its 
complement of rf and will achieve a maximum unergy of 40 GeV. This will be followed 
by the addition or new accelerating structures which will provide for a maximum 
energy of 46 GeV. The latter upgrade should be completed by April 1083, If the top 
quark has a mass below 23 GeV/c2, we should have evidence of this from PETRA 
before the end of 1083. Topomum will provide many important tests of the standard 
model aside from the obvious confirmation that thee indeed exists a sixth flavor. This 
exciting prospect might not he too far off. 

If toponium still eludes PETRA, DESY may choose to install superconducting rf 
cavities in PETRA which would give them a maximum energy of 60 GeV. Two testa* 
with two different superconducting cavities have been performed at PETRA. Both 
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test; were most promising — a ~ 0 GeV beam or electrons was stored in PETRA 
using a single tuperconducting cavity. Certainty no decision has yet been made to 
continue beyond 48 GeV. However, the means U> -cbieve energies of ~ 60 GeV at 
PETRA appear in hand. Ibe time scale for »i:eh an upgrade is not clear, but if DESY 
were committed, PETRA could be operating with superconducting rf by late 1085. 
Estimates of the luminosity at these higher energies are uncertain at this time. 

A conventional e*e~ storage ring, TRISTAN, utilizing warm rf is presently un
der construction at KEK in Japan. This machine fills 'be KEK site and will have 
a maximum energy of ~ 60 GeV. The design luminosity for the machine is 4 X 
10?' em~2 w e - 1 . The present schedule calls for turn-on in early 1986 with at least 
two of the four interaction regions instrumented with general purpose particle detec
tors. A more complete description of the project can be found in Rer. 3. If PETRA 
stops its upgrade at ui energy of 46 GeV, the TRISTAN machine will cover the terri
tory up to 00 GeV with good luminosity. 

The next big jump in available energy will come with the completion of the Stan
ford Linear Collider (SLC) at SLAC. The present schedule shows the SLC delivering col
liding beams in late 1886. The design luminosity of the machine is 6 X10 3 0 e m - 2 s ec - 1 

and the maximum energy at turn-on will be 100 GeV. A complete description of the 
SLC can be found in Ref. 4. However, since the SLC is not a conventional e+e~ stor
age ring, we provide here a short description of the machine referring to Fig. 1. The 
existing linac will be upgraded to 50 GeV using an extension of the SLED ideas which 
enabled SLAC to raise the linac energy from 22 GeV to 34 GeV. An electron bunch 
is diverted out of the linac and collided with a target to produce positrons. These 
positrons are then fed back into the front end of the accelerator. Fallowing passage 
tkraugfr damping rings, which provide cooling tor the electron and positron bunches, 
a bunch of positrons immediately followed in the next linac bucket by a bunch of 
electrons, is transported down the accelerator to the colliding arcs. The positrons and 
electrons are switched to different arcs and are brought into collision by an elaborate 
system of optica, termed the final fi-cus. Following the collision, the beams are dumped. 
So unlike a storage ring, the SLC operates as a single pass collider. The repetition 
rate of the lin&c w I HO Hz, many orders of magnitude less than that of typical storage 
rings. To produce a usable luminosity, this slow collision rate must be compensated 
for. This will be done using an intense electro a gun capable of producing 5 X 10 t 0 
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electrons per bunch and by designing tbe final focus optics such that tb« transverse 
dimension* of the colliding beams are * few micron* as opposed to coaveatioaai storage 
rings where these dimensions are typically a few millimeters. The expected luminosity 
as a function of collision energy is shown in Fig. 2. The SLC b optimised to run at the 
Z°. However, tbe Ittrmnaiity remains good down to energies of SO GeY, If lopoaium 
should be above TRISTAN, the SLC could, in principle, be used to study it. The SLC 
bus the disadvantage of serving only one detector at a tine. 
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The SLC project is an adventurous one to say the least. The linac must be upgraded 
to 50 GeV. High intensity, low omittance beams must be transmitted faithfully to the 
final focus which has the difficult task of focusing the beams down to micron spot 
sizes. It has the advantages or being cL.-ap to build (MS 100 for the machine) anri 
will provide Z° physics in the very near future. Even at a luminosity of 10 2 9 the SLC 
will be an interesting machine in 1987, providing ~ 200 Z°'s per day. The physics 
goals of the SI.C are clear — study the physics at the Z°. In addition, the SLC is an 
important step into the future providing the firet high energy test of the concept of 
linear colliders. The cost of a conventional storage ring goes like the square of the 
center of mass energy (Ec.m.), whereas the cost of a linear collider goes linearly with 
Ec.m.- It is entirely possible that LEP (see below), with its initial phase providing 
Et.rn. =• 100 GeV at a cost ~ Mt BOO, will be the last frontier e+e~~ storage ring 
which we can afford to build. 

« 
Another feature of the SLC is the promise of longitudinally polarized beams, which 

are a powerful tool for the study of 2° physics.5 Polarized electrons are produced by 
shining circularly polarized laser light on a galium arsinide cathode. Such an electron 
gun exists and has been successfully tested. Polarized electrons have already been 
transported down the linac and simulations of transport through the SLC arcs indicate 
that the transmission efficiency for the polarized electuns is > 80% . The sign of the 
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iAior polarization ran be reversed on a linac pulse by pulse basis yielding successive 
beam pulses of opposite spins. Hence it appears that, with very high probability, 
beams with polarizations of > 50% will be available at the SLC. 

If the linac could be raised beyond the 50 GeV beam energy, a second phase of the 
SLC will be possible providing maximum collision energies of ~ 140 GeV. 

While the U.S. high energy e +e~ program is putting its money into the SLC, the 
European program for very high energies centers around the LEP project. LEP is a 
conventional e+e~ storage ring which will be built at CERN. ID its first incarnation 
- which we term LEP I — it will achieve a maximum collision energy of 100 GeV 
and a luminosity of 10 3 1. The project6 is vast — requiring a. tuauel with a 27 Km 
circumference — but the machine uses conventional storage ring technology and hence 
one should feel fairly confident that the design goals will be met. LEP I is slated for 
turn-on in about the middle of 1088 at a cost of ~~ M$ 500, LEP will have eight 
exp?rimental halls of which four will be instrumented for LEP I. 

The strength of the LEP program reside? in its potential to go to < 250 GeV col
lision energies. This is achieved in two different steps. By the addition of conventional 
rf, top machine will yield a maximum collision energy of 170 GeV (LEP II), By the 
aaplir&tUm of superconducting if the machine can go to E£.m. < 250 GeV depending 
on the accelerating gradient which is achieved (LEP ID). Gradients of 3 MeV/m, corre
sponding to Ec.m. = 220 GeV, have already been achieved m the PETRA tests.3 The 
parameters of these two routes are summarized in Table 1. Time scales and costs Tor 
these upgrades are not known yet. As a guess LEP II could be available in early 1QQ0. 
Beam polarization at LEP is much less certain than at SLC A considerable amount 
of work is being done in this area, but there are still many.hurdles to cross. These 
hurdles are discussed in Ref, 7. 

Conceptual designs for very high energy colliding linacs exist both at SLAC and 
NOVOSIBIRSK. The Russian VLEPP project is described in deM in Ref. 8. The 
motivation for linear colliders was stated earlier, namely the cost grows linearly with 
Ec.m. whereas the coat of circular machines grows as ££ m . . Taking into account the 
constants of these equations, one finds that the crossover point is rougbly at Ec.m. = 
150 GeV. Tim awumes of course, that in both cases one starts from scratch. Hence 
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Table 1. Summary of UiP Performance With Room-Temperature rf. 

1/Sofrf 
installed 

1/dofrf 
installed 

l/2ofrf 
installed 

Irf 
installed 

Installed rf power (MW) 16 24 48 96 

Length of tf structure (m) 271.6 407.2 814.4 182S.8 

Number of experiment 
areas with rf 

S 
(partial) 

2 
(Mil) (CoH) 

8 
(full) 

Maximum energy 
(zero luminosity) (GeV) 5S.0 65.5 78.0 03.0 

Maximum current required (mA) 2.8 3.1 3.8 4,7 
Maximum luminosity {&Q B 0.03J 
(XlO^cm-'we- 1 ) 0.0 1.3 1.8 2.7 

Energy of maximum 
luminosity (GeV) 61.5 58.5 70.0 85.0 

LEP Maximum Energies With Superconducting rf. 

Maximum 
accelerating gradient 

(A/V/m) 

Two experiment 
area* with rf 
Le - 407,2m 

Four experiment 
areas with rf 
It - 814.4m 

Bight experiment 
areas with rf 

1* = M28.8m 

2.0 

3.0 

4.0 

5.0 

70.3 

T7.8 

83.0 

88.4 

83.8 

92,5 

99.4 

105.2 

09.4 

110.0 

118.2 

125.0 

it would seem that to go substantially beyond the energy of IEP DI, one will require 
ft c 'Siding Unac machioe. The general consensus seems to be to build a first phase 
machine capable of 300-500 GeV collision energy followed by a second phase in the 
> 1 TeV range. Mueb will depend on what b leaned from the SLC. In addition 
luminosities of £ 10s* are needed to test current ideas at the >30O GeV energy scale. 
I include this terse discussion here to emphasize that the intellectual effort and research 
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w d development b going on b many areas so thai the door to e+e~~ cotfishns in tke 
1 TeV region may be opened u the 1990*5. 

This section conclude!! with table 2 which summarizes tb« machine possibUitka 
lor e+e~ coObkns for the foreseeable future. 

Table % The «*«" Machines of the Future. 

Where When ^S?«3«V) «Ufr»1-W*> 
PETRA, DESY October 198SS 40 1.5 X 10" 
PETRA, DESY April 1683 40 ~ 1.5 X 10 3 1 

PETRA, DESY T; by late 1085T 50 T 
TRISTAN, KFK January 1886 SO 4 X 10 3 1 

SLC1 October 1086 100 6X 10 3 0 

SLCU ? HO 4 X 1 0 3 0 

LEPF June 1988 100 I0»1 

L E P n T 170 3 X 10" 
LEPDI ? 220-250 t 

VLEPPI lOSQ's 300 10« 
VLEPP II ? 1000 | 10 3 3 

DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared a* an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United State* 
Internment. Neither i)re United Slates Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assume* any legal KabiHry or rttponsi-
basty for (tor asctmcy, wmpteteaea, or asettiness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that ht use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer' 
ence herein to any specie commercial product, process, or sentcc by trade name, trademark, 
manuriicuiet. or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply Us endorsement, ncom-
uendtfrto, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily slant or reflect those of the 
United Stales Government or any agency thereof. 
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3. The Standard Model 

We take SZ/'(3)„(OT. A 51/(2) A C/(l) as the standard model. To describe this model 
in Hotail goes way beyond the scope of these lectures. Instead we need to characterize 
*he main features or the model so that we can catalogue those features which arc still 
not verified. i\o attempt has been made here to be complete or rigorous; rather we 
have in mind compiling, in as brief a manner as possible, the list of essential elements 
which will appear at the end of this section. 

The class of "locally g3uge invariant theories" form the theoretical framework for 
the standard modi'!. Since their use is so pervasive, we will take some time to remind 
ourselves of the terminology. We use the U{1) gauge group of eleetromagnetism as an 
example. 

Consider the matter Geld of an electron. If we change the phase of the field by the 
same amount in all space we will find that the physics remains invariant. The reason 
for this is clear — the physics is determined by differences in phases and the global 
transformation discussed above will Lave all phase differences fixed- We say that the 
elect-on matter field is "globally gauge invariant" with respect to phase rotations. 
Suppose, however, that we perform a local gauge transformation, namely we change 
the phase at one point in space only. Clearly this will change all relative phases 
and hence all physical measurablcs. To preserve the local symmetry we must add 
an additional new field, which is designed to compensate over all space for the local 
disturbance. As is well known to the reader, one adds to the fret drctron matter 
field a vector field whose quantum is the photon. Since compensation for the local 
disturbance is required over infinite distances, the photon must be masslcss. The 
order of successive local gauge transformations (successive photon emissions from an 
electron for instance) does not affect the physics since, in all cases, the phase change 
resulting from the transformations is the same. Because successive transformations 
commute, the theory - namely QED - is termed Abelian and the reason the!, QED 
Is Abelian is that the photon docs not carry the property which is conserved, that is 
the photon is "chargelcss." To summarize, QED is a locally gauge invariant Abelian 
theory, and the local gauge invariant was ensured by the addition of a new field. 
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By direct analogy with QED, Sl/(3) t 0/ o r is described by a locally gauge invariant 
theory. The conserved quantity is color. In the standard model quarks come in six 
flavors — «, d, s, c, b ">nd ( — and each quark has three color degrees of freedom. Since 
badrons do not exhibit color, they are color singlets. Baryons are composed of three 
quarks and mesons of a quark anti-quark pair. In QCD local gauge invariance is 
ensured by the addition of sixteen fields. The quanta of these fields are eight gluons 
most of which, in order to preserve the local gauge invariancc, must carry color. In 
general, successive local gauge transformations (successive emissions of gluons from a 
quark for instance) will not commute because the gluons carry color. Hence QCD is a 
non-Abelian theory. The non-Abelian nature of QCD has some important experimental 
consequences. 

In QED the vacuum becomes polarized by the presence of virtual * + e ~ pairs, which 
leads to the s ^ening or bare electric charge. In QCO the vacuum contaius both virtual 
quark pairs and virtual gluon pairs. This combination conspires to anti-screen bare 
color charge. This leads to the notion of asymptotic freedom and the accompanying 
features that (a) quarks and gluons are confined by the coior field1 (i.e., we should 
not see free quarks) and (b) the strength or the strong (COIOT) coupling constant, »j, 
depends on the distance scale of the probe. The notion of a running coupling constant 
is expressed, to leading order in legs, as 

where r\r is the number of quark flavors. 

Since the gluons carry color, they can couple to themselves aa well as coupling to 
a qu^rk anti-quark pair. Thb self coupling is a consequence of the non-Abelian nature 
of QCD and hence any evidence for this self coupling constitutes a teat of thb very 
important feature of QCD. (Notice that there is no analog of the gluon self-coupling 
in QED.) 

Consider Fig. 3 in which (a) i. gluon is shown em..ting a gluon and (b) a quark is 
shown emitting a gluon. If the parton energies are high enough, then this perturbative 
picture makes sense and one finds that the probability for 3(a) is 9/4's larger than 
for 3(b). The (act that the gluon-gluon coupling is about twice as probable as the 
quark-gluon coupling implies that gluons should fragment to roughly twice as many 
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hadrons as quarks of the ?anie energy. The average transverse momrnlum of the decay 
products should also be different for quark and gluon jets. This QCD prediction holds 
only if you believe the perturb at ive picture described above. In r.ll likelihood this 
picture is sound and we will treat this fragmentation difference between quarks and 
gluons as an important prediction of QCD. 

Fig. 3. The pertnrbative representation of the processes 
whereby & gluon radiates a gltion (a) and a quart radiates 
a gluon (b). 

•4-U ( b l 4]Ui4< 

In the standard model, leptons are point-like particles which carry no colo:1. Hence 
they are unafiected by the strong interaction. They couple to the gauge bosons of 
SU(2) through their weak chargs (helicity) and to the photot of U(\) through thtir 
electric charge. There are six leptons - e,p, T, ve, "p and v,. The left-handed fermions 
of SU(2) are arranged in flavor conserving doublets: 

(*l ft), ft). 
The primes on trjc quarks indicate that the flavor conservation in the quark sector is 
not perfect. This generation mixing is summarized by the elements of tbc Kohayaahi-
Maskavaa. matrix, the most familial component ~>f this matrix being the Cabibbo angle 
which tells us that the d quark has a 5% strange quark admixture. The right-handed 
fermions occur in singlets «#, d/j, a f l, CR, bn, (R, e#, pa and TR. In the standard 
model we have three generations. Associated with each charged leplon is 3 neutral, 
mass I ess lepton. Since the neutrinos have identically m o mass, there are no right-
handed neutrinos. 

We have now specified the particles or SU(2) A t/(If • At this time it is a gaugj 
invariant - witn respect to weak isospin - theory Aith four mossless bosons. This is 
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problematical because (a) we have too many inassless (long range) fields and (b) the 
local weak isospin symmetry implies that fermions are massless. Enter the cunning 
of the Higgs mechanism which is used to spontaneously break the symmetry. In this 
scheme, while the Lagrangian of the theory remains invariant, clie vacuum (ground 
state) does not-. The fact that the vacuum is not invariant implies that there exists 
stored energy in the vacuum. This stored energy is used to give mass to the bosons 
and the charged fermions. In the standard model the minima] Higgs scheme is used 
to spontaneously break the symmetry 
fields: 

We add a term to the Lagrangian: 

*-Higgn = 

where V//,M a = — !i£l 0+0 + 1*1 (0+0)2. If u 2 > 0, one finds the vacuum expectation 
value of <p is < <p ><)— (?) where V* = l £ . When the symmetry is broken, three 
of the boson fields acquire mass, eliminating three of the Higgs fields. These massive 
bosons are the familiar W± and Z®. The fourth Higgs field remains as a physical 
scalar particle — the neutral Higgs particle H°. The mass of tin1 H° is given by 
MHO = 2|u 2| = 2XV2 Since the theory does not specify X we have no prediction for 
the Higgs mass. However, we do get oome guidance from theory which indicates that 
7.5 < MHo < 103 GeV/c2. The lower limit comes about from considering u 2 = 0 
with the symmetry breaking arising purely from radiative corrections. A very massive 
H° is uot likely when the mass scale which it is generating is ~ 100 GeV/cz. The 
lack of a crisp prediction for the H® mass, n^akes searching for the H° very difficult 
indeed. Fermion masses are generated by Yukawa couplings of the Higgs field. An 
interaction term is added to the Lagrangian: 

£.*,( = - $ (ft * + L+Z* + f l} • 

. This is achieved using a doublet of complex 

- ( « 

= 0+-M0+ 

= 0 i -J- i<(>2 • 

~ *Higg» ~ *Higg» 
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In 5L'(2) A (/{•) the two neutral quants are not the physical!? observed particles. 
Rather the photon and the & we orthogonal admix tares of these neutral quanta, with 
the relative smonnt of muring specified by the Weinberg angle, % . In terms of this 
angle, one obtains predictions liar the W* tad 2° muses: 

AjJ.«M&/e»*»V (2) 
where a is the fine Fiructcre constant and $p is the Fermi emiplkg constant. 

'lhc quantity viirOyy has been measured in many different experiments and Kim 
et al° derive an average of 0.23 ± B.M5, One cannot use thb vsine directly tb Eqs. 
(1) and (2) to yield the boson masses because of the effects of radiative corrections. 
The bare mixing angle of the theory Is given by ain25fy, «a 4 where e and g arc tbe 
V(l) an<i SU(2) eaupliug strengths. The rcnormaliied, physically measurable sh29§-
b Mated to ain^rfy by a radiative expansion; 

eft - 2 4 « a - n a $ (l - -J / ( e m 8 4 | + 0(o»)...) , 

Marciano and Sirlin have studied thin problem10 and P.nd that s i n 2 ^ la roughly 7% 
larger than the me&juii-d value. Henfo they predict 

My— \ti±i l)GeV 

Notice thai a precise measurement of M^e and an ifidt^eadeut meuaurement ot Mn20nr 
permit one to test f he validity of *he radiative correction cakuUrjoas. We will see later 
that this can be <ton*. 

In the standard model the weak left- and right-handed fernuoa couplings are spec
ified by gLJl = if** - Q a m 2 % wbwe Q is the fcrmion charge and T& is the third 
coc-ponent of the weak isospin. A more commonly used notation is 

m 
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Table 3 swnmoruvs these vebw for the fermioiis of the standard model assuming 
si>i3«V = O.U. 

Table 3. V«to» sad Arial-Vector Penmoo Couplings 

Fcrmioa Axial Vector Vector 

V -a» 025 
*.J».i" fc» | ( - l + 4n'M2%) — -0-08 

«.r,l -fc» } ( l - § a t n 2 M = 0.10 
d.o,b 0.Z* l ( - l + 5 « n 2 M ^ ^ I 7 

Th»f coupling of the neutral HSggs to & pair of fenstons i* given by 

fff«S7-ri^pM/ 

/A 8-
where My and A/p ar* tlie fermion and proton masses. The important thing to notice 
is that the /f° will couple to pairs of the heaviest fermlons available. This fact will he 
used in searches for the ffi. The Hlggi coupling to bosons is given by 

9w>W*aWy9F 

*7«(M)«r 
where My i$ *Ji« boson mass. So while Uie Standard model does not predict masses 
far the femncim and U» H°, it does specify the MUpftngs, 

We have now covered svMtcitot ground to arrive at the catalog of chanMterhties 
which we win need to discus* high enntg* testa of the ctaadard model. 

1. The fundamental fermiou an sac quarks and she lentous: tt.d.a.e.M. and 

2. There we nine nasshss bosons; eight eobred ghtons and the photon. 

3i There are three massive vector bosons: Z°,W+

tW~. 
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4 There is one neutral scalar: //*. 

5. QCD b non-Abefiao and hence: (a) particles which cany color are confined; (b) 
gluons eoupte to glttons; (c) the strong coupling constant, ag, rn 3, 

As we contemplate this catalog we realize that the t qoark and the v, bare not 
been seen, we should review the evidence for the existence of gluons, none of the heavy 
vector bosons have been seen, the ff° has not been seen and there is no evidence for 
the essential feature of QCD - namely that it is a non-Abelisn theory. 

Before we embark upon considering to remedy these untested features using high 
energy e + e~ interactions, we should feroember that the standard mode', both QCD 
and the electtoweak sector, is an outstanding success at low energies. There is consid
erable verification from all areas of experimentation isd there exist no well established 
conflicts with any experimental data. There is no reason then, aside from aesthetics 
like the unhapplness surrounding procedures like the Higgs mechanism, to expect that 
the standard mode] is an Incorrect description of nature. We will have the means in 
the next few years to make many interesting and important high energy tests. And, 
as ususal, e +«~ collisions will play a major role in these tests. 
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4. Tfeflting the Standard ndodej ID e V " •* Energies) Beyosd 
Those Currently Available) 

4.1 SEARCHING FOR THE TOP QUARK 

The efearge two-think top quark has not yet beta seen. There h indirect evidence 
(see Sec. 5.3) from the absence of flavor changine; neutral currents that there must 
be a top quark at some mass. There eiists only one rather perverse "topless" model 
which has not been ruled out. It is then fairly certain that the top quark, exists. 

The present limits coming from PETRA are that the top quark mass, Aft, is below 
18.8 GeV. These limits are set using either event shapes, Ugh transverse momentum 
leptons arising from weak decays of heavy quarks or measurements of A the ratio of 
the hadronic cross section to tbe ration pair cross section. 

In anobgy with tbe y> and T systems, one expects to see several tl bound states 
below the threshold for open top. Energy scans hav* been docs at PJBTRA to search 
for the IS (loponium) state. Using -- 20 MeV energy steps, the energy ranges (a) 27 
< Et,m, < 316 CcV end 33 < ELm, < 37 GeV have beer exhaustively Bctan*d. For 
each scan point, H is determined. To get an upper bound oa the width of r, possible 
(J bound state, each measured point b fitted to a Gaussian plus a constant term, 
Radiative effects are also included in the fits and the width of tho Gaussian is taken 
to be the machine energy resolution of 20 McV. TL« resonance parameters are related 
to the data vis 

, mtt 
where M# is tbe assumed resonance mass, r « tbe partial width for the decay to 
electrons and 0 A a < j is the hadronie branching fraction. Fig. 4 shows the combined data 
from the four PETRA experiment* of JADE, MARK J, CELLO and TA6SO. Table 4 
shows the values of MQ where the fit yields a maximum T R U ^ tot each individual 
experiment and for the combined data (JWjj =» 33.34 GeV) for which T«« Bho4 < 0-111 
keV (flQ% confidence Umt'.). 
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Table 4. Result? of the rl-ResoBsnce Search 

Experiment 
Mass of the 

Assumed Resonance 
GeV 

Upper Limit of Electronic 
Width X BR(hadrons) 

keV(00% C.L.) 

CELLO 
JADE 

MARK J 
TASSO 

33.52 
33.34 
35.12 
33.34 

179 
1.22 
0.97 
1.33 

All Experiments 33.34 <0.61 

J i i i 
JJ 34 1'j J6 

All 99 resonances (p, w, c), 0, Y) have the common feature that -^ ~ 10 keV whore 
e is thn nunrk charge. If wc assume that this is true for the f 7 system and thai Dhad > 
0.7 then one would expect T« flft,j > 3 keV for toponium. Thus the PETRA data 
rule out the exigence of toponium up to a mass of 37 GeV/c 3. 

The PKTRA measurement of R has also been used to demonstrate that the open 
top threshold has Dot yet been reached.1 3 ID the simple quark partem model R is given 
by 

tf = ^ = 3i;e? 
°w i 

•yum ti are the quark charges and i runs over the flavors which are below threshold. 
For the five known flavors, R «• 3.W in this model. There are small modifications to 
the simple pieU<:.> irom QCD of the order of u/at. The prediction11 of QCD for five 
flavors is It« 3.80 and for the inclusion of a sixth charged two-thirds flavor R = 5.31. 

Fig. 4. R = ffhairontfani in the 
region of the PETRA toponium 
energy scan. The data of all experi
ments (CELLO. JADE, MARK S and 
TASSO) are combined. 
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Awr^r.,? over ECJa. *"*» 1 2 t o 37.6 GeV, a vslue of < ff > = &S4£0.ti4 b obtained 
from tbe PETRA data. Tab error a statistical only and to be conservative a 10% 
systematic error should be- assigned to < R > . Clearly the PETRA data rule out 
open top production up to 37.6 GeV. 

The standard model docs not calculate fermion masses and so the absence of the 
/ quark docs not imply an essential problem. Box diagrams would contribute to the 
A'I - Ks mass difference and the decay rate for K^ -* fi^p". Burns,11 tilling such an 
approach, consoles us with the bound that Mi < 40 GeV. What prospects exist for 
finding the top quark! 

As we have s«n, the most straightforward way oT Sooting for top is to measure 
R. If one assumes one b above the top threshold then a 6ft a 4/3 should be icon. If 
we require a 3o effect in J?, we must measure to an accuracy oft/A a* 6% , Typical 
PEP and PETRA experiments achieve < B% for the systematic contribution to the 
error iu the measurement of R and we will ignore these in this discussion. Allowing 
for statistical errors in both the luminosity measurement and the counting of badrons, 
ffR/R =. 8% requires a sample of ~ 200 hadronic events. If N U the number of days 
to accumulate M hadronic events in a detector with an efficiency of t, then 

86,8/? <L> t(3.6 X 24 X 103} 

where Ee.m. is i n GeV and < L > is the average luminosity measured in units nf 
cm~- sec' 1 . Typically < = 07 and referring to Table 2, < L > can be taken as 
5 x l O 3 0 ™ - - see'1. One Gods then 

Ec.m. (GeV) 
( = 2Af;J 

Who, When Number of Days for 
~ 10% Measurement of R 

41 
45 
60 

PETRA, December 1982 
PETRA, June 1082 

TKISTAN, March 19.80 

2.5 
30 
$.0 
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Hence the iReasiiritmi'Dt or R is a fast way of finding top if one 19 above the open 
top threshold. )f the results of this search arc negative, then one can begin scanning 
down in energy lookisg for the IS state. This state will be sarrowej then the machine 
width which is 20 MeV at PETRA -ad projected to be 60 MeV at TRISTAN, One 
scans therefore in steps comparable to the machine energy. As an example of how long 
such a scan would take, consider Fig. 5 which is th« hadronic cross section (see Ref, 
3) expected st TRISTAN given that topon»um is at 50 GeV, The toponium resonance 
has been corrected for radiative effects and the beam energy spread. Remembering 
that one would scan in ~ 60 MeV steps, oce sees that almost independently of one's 
initial choice of energy for the scan, one will reach a scan point within 00% of the 
best possible resonant yield. The non-iesonant cross section is approximately equi^ to 
this resonant yield and therefore one would run long enough to see ~ 25 events in the 
continuum. The on-rcsonane* response would then be 60 events, and one would have 
a significant effect with these statistics. At < L > - - 5 X l O ^ c m ' 3 aec" 1 it takes ten 
Hours *a accumubte 25 events at a cros* section of <r =» .15n&. Hence one could scan at 
a rale of 1 GeV/weck. Having established that one was not above open top threshold 
first, one would then scan down from this energy, EQ. If the 15 slate were not found 
within — 4 GeV Iwlow £' 0 — four wueks runnit * — then in all probability top will 
be at an energy above Eg. Clearly we have not chosen the best optimization strategy 
here since adjacent points in the scan can be added together. But the flavor of the 
discussion is eorrrct — it would take several week» of scanning to look for hidden top at 
TRISTAN given that open top was not at the siaximuni machine energy. For PETRA 
the number of events required to establish toponium is about the same. However, here 
the mathine width is smaller and the luminosity uncertain. By the time these lectures 
are published, the scan rate for PETRA will have **ec?a established. I would guess thai 
it will take about twelve hours per 20 MeV step. 
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Fig. 5. The hadronic cross section in t'_e 
region of 50 GeV assuming toponium 
is at a mass of -r>0 GcV. 

O.J 

£ 0.2 -

0.1 -

50.0 W.£ 
"t.m. (GeV) 

50.' 

If Mi >30 GeV, then the next place to look in e + e - collisions will be the SLC 
and soon thereafter IMP. A shape analysis of the hadronic events or the yield of large 
transverse mon:«ntum (with respect to tbe thrust axis) leptons will be & very clean and 
rnpid signal /a* top at the £° . These tests are discussed fully in SLAC REPORT 247 
(see Ref. 5b), Figure 0 shows the yield or events as a function of the aplanarily for 
the ( quark and separately for the five lighter quarks. A 3 0 G e V / c 2 mass was assumed 
frr the t quark. The curves are normalized to a one-week run at the SIX! assuming 
< L >= 3 X 10 3 9 *»> - 2 e t c - 1 , The iplanarity 1 3 measures thb amount of momentum 
oul of the eveul plane as it is defined in a sphericity analysis. As the t quark mass 
is raised, the mran aplaunrity for tbe ( quark grows. A short run at the SLC would 
readily establish the presence of a ( quar<( if Af| > 3 0 GeV/c - . Figure 7 shows the 
transverse moine.itiirr. f muons, rcla ive to the produced quark direction, for different 
quark parents. Th- • p quark mass was assumed to be 25 GeV/c 2. A clear separation 
between top at.. **! other species b seen. So if 30 GeV < Mt < Mzo/2 tho Sl.C 
and/or LLP will easily find top. 
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Fig. ff. The aplawrity distribution for events 
orth*typeZ°-*¥&. The 
distribution for Z° -1 l{Mt = 30 GeV/c2) 
is shown separately from the tighter quarks. 

t u u T » • - ! • • 
1 I'-*-Hodraoi M,-30G»V 

' 1 One m l i run m SLC oi 
1 « > • 3»«J™ 

300 J 
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\ 30Gev I Ouork 
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APiANARIfY U T H 1 ! 

Fig, 7. The distribution of transverse *£ 
tnotneatum squared, with respect to the quark J 
direction for all muons in the event. 'S 
Contributions from the different Savors 
are indicated in the figure. 

a 

-i 1 1 1 r-

Troniuws* Momenta of fi' 

10' 

How is the top quark mass measured at the 2f*\ The aplan&rity distribution 
and the lepton transverse momentum distributions are strongly dependent on Afj. 
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Certainly a rough estimate (probably £ 5 GeV/c8) would result from such distributions 
but the result would depend strongly on the Monte C u b assumptions for t quark 
fragmentation, etc. The jet mass does not prove to be a reliable measure of Aff. The 
jet mass distributions for / quark events selected by a cluster analysis15, and aplftn&rity 
cuts appears in Fig. 8. The cluster algorithm iu conjunction with an aplan&rity «ut 
> 0.04 yielded, in this study, a Z° -*• tJ event sample with 80% purity (see Etef. $b, 
pages 03-100). For Mt = 19 GeV/e2 (Fig, 8a) the mean jot mass is about 15 GeV/e8. 
For Aff = 30 GeV/c2 (Fig. 8b) the mean jet muss increases to only 19 GcV/e*. Thus 
the measured jet invariant mass is not linear in Aft; the nonlinearity becomes most 
marked for Mt > 20 GeV/c2. The reason for this behavior is that as Aff increases the 
events become more spherical and the assignment of the numerous soft particles to 
the jets becomes somewhat arbitrary: the jets are not distinct clusterings of particles. 
The dctcrm[nat;tm of AS* from jet masses appears too dependent on Monte Carlo 
simulations to be of much use. 

Fig. 8. The reconstructed jet masses for two-
cluster events with apianarity > 0.04 for 
(a) lop quark mass Mt = 10 GeV/c2 and 
(b) Mi = 30 GeV/c3. 
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A more promising method16 does not depend at all os the Vfoute Carlo simulation 
of the fragmentation process, but on the rate of hadron production at the 2°, It is 
based on the fact that in the standard etectroweak theory the partial width for 2° -» 
(1 is given by 

fM w-*{jg-)i*M-ft+'A*\ 
where fi is the i velocity in unite of the speed of light, and g^ and gy are the t quark 
weak axial-vector and vector couplings, function of s i n 2 ^ only. For aivPSw «= 0.23, 
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9A & $ a n < ^ t * l c threshold factor for 7 ' -» tl is predominantly cubic in 0. Hence 
the rate for Z° —» f I is strongly modulated by the threshold factor, and the overall 
rate for 2T° —» hadrona is correspondingly reduced by the f mass effects provided 
Mt < Mzo/Z- Figure 0 shows the ratio 

„ - F , W 

as a function of the t quart mass. Here ft, is the partial wiilth for Z® -- vQ (i.e., 
Z° -» moflefeas Q = § guards). With the present lower bound on M( of 18.5 GeV, 
there would be 22% less hadrons from massive (I production than fnm maasless ( 
quarks. Since 11% of Z6 —. hadrona is in the ufl channel, an overall reduction of 
3% of (he badronic rate is expected for Mt = W GeV/c 2 as compared to Ait = 0. 

i . O 

0.6 

Fig. 9. Th« suppression factor of tl decays t - ' 0 A 

of the 2° as a fuac'iou of the top quark mass -. o.i 
for ain f̂fjv = 0.22 and Mzt — 00 GcV/c". 

?o ?ri TO j!j <»o 4$ 50 
m IDfV) 

Within th* standard model p can be expressed in terms of the ratio r of the number 
of hadronic events (N/,) to ibe number of muon pair events (N^) produced at the Z°: 

I U 1 u 

where I \ is the hadronic width calculated for three quark generations or massless, 
colored weak isospin doublets, r^ is the calculated p+P~ partial width and T u is the 
calculated partial width into u quarks. Hence, in principle, tbe experiment is simple: 
it consists of counting the number of hadronic and muon pair events. There is no 
need to measure the luminosily, and the error of the t ir ass estimate depends on tbe 
ability of counting- hadron events and muon pairs with t n-all systematic error.;. If one 
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assumes 10e Z°'a, N^^- = 31,000, Nh = 730,000 and 6(atna%) = Q.0O1,17 the 
f quark mass resolution, in the absence of any systematic error, ia given in Fig. 10. 
The resolution to adequate and independent of t quart mass. Inevitably, there will 
be some systematic effects; the resolution degrades by <•« 1 GeV per 1% systematic 
error in r. It should be pointed out that to apply this method one needs independent 
evidence that (a) the tl events are being produced at the 2° and (b) that there are 
no processes contributing to A\ beyond those of five known quarks. Nonetheless, this 
method looks very promising for estimating the ( quark mass. 

2-0 

1.6 

Fig. 10. The error in the determination of § 1.2 
the top quark mass as a function of the top g 
quark mass for a sample of ldPZ0 events. 

0.4 
No systematic errors are included in this plot. 

0 
20 25 30 35 40 45 60 

m KM) . . - . 

If Mt > M zo/2, we will have to rely on LEP II, LEP III and SLC II to find the 
top quark. This will constitute a search in the continuum similar to that described for 
TRISTAN earlier in this section. 

4.2 SEARCHING FOR AND STUDYING THE Z° AND JV* 

It is entirely possible that the Z° and/or W± will be discovered soon at CERN 
in the pp collider experiments. We still need to discuss the c + c" option because (a) 
CERN might not find them and (b) the copious, background free production in e+e~ 
for the Z°, in particular, will permit tests of the standard model far more thorough 
and precise than offered by the pp collider. 

If the 2° is found at M zo = {03 ± 2) GeV/e2, this will be yet another triumph 
for the standard model. If a Z° is found either higher or lower (or both) than the 
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predicted value, then probably SU{2) A (/(I) >3 not the correct group. This will be 
discussed in Sec. 7.1. 

If the Z° is found at its standard model mass value, then even more stringent 
tests an be made of the standard model by running at and near the Z9. A careful 
measurement of the Z° line shape will yield a precise measurement of Afzo. As noted 
in Sec. 3.3, this will permit a chê k on the radiative correction calculations for airfi&w. 
The measurement of M2o frow the Z° line shape is complicated by effects such as 
initial state Tadiation and beam dynamics and is by no means a simple ta#k. However, 
if a precision or 300 MeV/c2 can be obtained for MZQ this would correspond to an 
error of 0.0015 in sin26w (see Rcf. 5a). 

It will be possible at the SIC and LEP to measure all six leptonic coupling constants 
f«,<it,Vii,ati,vt, and <ir and hence test e/p/r universality. Since «r = ein28\y — \ this 
will constitute another measurement of sivpBw. The quantities to be measured are 

1. The cbnrge asymmetry for each lepton / 

M^-p, n ^ H ' 1 ^ 8 ' 
where P r is the polarization of the election beam (the positrons are assumed to 
be unnolarizcd), Pr = 3 { s is the natural polarization of the fermion / coming 

from unpotarized Z°'s due to the fact that g^ j£ gjf, P(Z°) = 2vcatfv% + a~ is 
the polarization of the Z° for ui polarized beams, a"d 6 is the polar angle of the 
positively charged fermion. 

2. The total rate 

R} 

"pu'nf 

„2w„2 

If wc integrate over the polar angle 6 and assume that pe = 0 we find 

A! __ 3 g « "« aJ vf 
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Hecce a measurement of 4 ' A acd Rt will yirJd |fle| and |vE|. If one measures the 
polarization of the T (or /i in principle, but this is not practical) then from 

one obtains also the relative siju of \vt\ and jo«|. Then from measurements of all R's 
and Ach's, the six coupling constants can be measured. The measurement of the charge 
asy.nmetTy and lept JH rates » not experimentally difficult and is routinely done*8 at 
PETRA and PEP. The measurement of Pt has been studied extensively in the SLC 
workshop (see Ttef. 5b, page 85), The spectrum of the n, e or ft in the decays r -* rvTi 

r —• eft Pe and T -* fieT PJI are modified by the polarization of the parent T. In the 
case of r —» JT-V the flat r energy spectrum obtained for on unpolarized r becomes 

~=l + PT{2z,-l) , ax* 
where xr = 2Ei/Ec.m.i when the r has polarization PT. Hencs a measuremuit of the 
energy spectrum of the ir yields v, measurement of PT. The details of the experimental 
measurement are clearly given in Rcf. 5b. Suffice it to say that with even a modest 
^jueral purpose detector the measurement is readily made. 

The presence of longitudinally polarized beam electrons makes things much easier. 
First or all we note tbat 

A^f. = VfVt~ v 2 for Pe~Q 

?-• vj for Pe ss 0.5 
and, since the vector coupling constant is small (•"- 0.02), polarized beams enhance 
markedly the observed ch-rge asymmetry. Figure 11 shows the charge asymmetry as a 
function of Ec.m. for the standard model with sin?0w =•• 0.23. Curves for unpolarized 
beams (0) and both orientations ol longitudinally polarized electrons {R and L) are 
shown. In order to achieve a sizeable charge asymmetry with unpolarifced beams 
require moving off the resonance peak. Tbii costs ratf as shown by the dashed curve. 
However, with polarized beams the charge asymmetry is large on the resonance peak. 

The use of polarized beams also alleviates the need for the T polarization measure
ment. Consider the longitudinal spin flip asymmetry given by 
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Fig. 11. TV charge asymmetry as a f i c 
tion of C4.n1. is shown Tor polarized sad 
uopolarizcd beam* according to the predic- << 
tions of the standard model with 
«ina#ty *• 0-23. Also shown as a dashed 
euro is J?„ — *<? V")/o>w>(. 

200 

IDOnt 

Writing out this expression and integrating over any interval which is symmetric about 
9 = 80* yields 

III? + QfJ 

one thus measures tbn relative sign of \vt\ and 1 .|. At the %° peak, AL is large, 
measuring •— 10% for ft = 0.5 and «in 2 % = 0.23. 

The accuracy with which one obtains nin'8\^> and the coupling constants is dis
cussed in Ref. Sb, page 28. We summarize here by saying that for a sample of 10° Z° 
decays and a 3% branching ratio to t»+ii~ oue obtains from the it+t*~ channel 

iUin39w) =* 0.002 
Hvft/a^) ~ 0.008 

from Ac/, 

and 

f>{9in\v) =±0.001 =±0.001 1 
= o.ooa J 

from.t£ 

II shoutJ be dear irom lht> abt>ve discussion that mcMurrtiwufci ai the Z° will test 
the standard model vt»ry stringently. Any cracks in the armor will surely show up. 
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What about the IP*? Below W+W tfoashdd, we couto took tor the process 
shown in Fig. tt, namely * +*~ - • W^iFve, However, tb-s eross section tor this process 
is M - 3 7 -HT™ o n 2 aad lor an average himineuty of Mr*1 «m~ a « e _ 1 and a cross 
section of S x l© - 3 8 *** 2 the rate for this process would be 5 X i 0 ~ 2 events/day. Gives 
that these events would have to be extracted from a hadronic background of ~ 10 
events/day, Ihia avenue dow not look promising, So we investigate the process « +«" ~* 
W+W~ which proceeds via the three graphs shown in Pig. 13 with a production cross 
section as shown in Fig. 14. There is some usable production crow section at 170 
GeV which is chosen since it is the highest LEP IJ energy. At this energy Vyp+w- at 
7 X 10" 3 6 cm~2 and for < L >=> 5 X 10 3 1 o n - 8 s ee - 1 one would obtain 30 W*W~ 
events/day. A topology which would be readily observable would be 

e+ e-_*ir+ vr 

I, >q1 (3) 

where I refers to a charged leptoa, The events would have a single lepton in one 
heml«nhere and a hadron jet in the other. Further confirmation of the process (3) 
won'a come from the measurement of the badron jet mass which would reconstruct 
to the W1 mass. The W coupling strength to fermtons is democrat and hence for 
N = 3 generations 

xyv - tv) _ _i_ \_ 
V{W -* ALL) <LN " 12 

W-*91) _ 3 _.! 
T(W -> ALL) ~ AN 4 ' 

Summing over th° possible quark final states and assuming either the tvt or ui'p 
possibility of the leptonic decay, the topolcgy of (3) would yield 5 W*W~ events/day. 
This signal should not be missed. 

The measurement of tr(c+e~ -* W+W~) is an important test of the gauge Btructure 
of SU{%) A V[\). U 9z°w+w- w e r c I C T O> ^ ^ of the cancellations occurring in the 
contributions from interference terms (see Fig. 13) wtuld vanish, and 9{e+e~ -» 
W+\V~) would roughly double. ID this way e+e" interactions would offer B unique 
test of the standard model unavailable at the pp collider. 
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Fig. 12. e + e~ -* W* e* we. 
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Pig. 13. The three processes which 
contribute to e*e~ -* W+W~. 
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Fig. 14. The cross section for e*e~ -* W+W~ „ e '0 
as calcalated in the standard model. The ~ 
maximum LEPII energy is shown. ", 8 
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4.3 SEARCHING FOR THE NEUTRAL HIGGS PARTICI-E, ,*/ f l 

The Higgs mechanism is probably the most controversial pari of the standard 
mwii'l because it requires .cry precise line tuning to work. (See the lectures of Sus&Ktnd, 
these proceedings.) Because the mass of the / / 0 is not predicted by the theory it is also 
one of '.be most difficult areas of the theory to test. The two most promising places to 
search for the ff° in e +e~ interactions is at toponium and the 2°. 

Consider the decay of a, heavy Q$( l ) state, V, into H°i as shown in Fig. 15a. 
This process was first discussed by Wilcsek.19 For Mfja •& My, the decay rate for this 
process is given by 

r ( K ^ « + e - ) - 4 v ^ J r f t l ~Mj\ 
Considering then the two upcoming toponram sources, we find 

Ee.m. 
GeV 

<L> 
—1 - l cm 'sec ' per day % per day 

PLTRA 
TRISTAN 

40 
60 

1.0 X 103 1 

2 X 1031 

400 
220 

0.14 
0.32 

6 
6 

3.4 
4.2 

where we have used the estimates90 in Fig. 10 to obtain the ratas above. The pro
duction rate for toponium — H°l at both PETRA and TRISTAN is quite favorable. 
What about the event shapes? The photon in the decay of toponium -» H°i will be 
monnrliromatir with its energy given by 

*••-«,«»-(.-£) 
The decay of the H° will be predominantly to the heaviest fermion pair available and 
estimates for W° branching fractions as a (unction of MHo are given in Fig. 17. The 
event shape will depend on Mffi but in essence the events will have a monochromatic 
phot cm in one hemisphere and a hadron jet in the other hemisphere (see Fig. lSb). 
Th*> main background will come from the process shown in Fig. 15c, V -»g<ft, where 
the symbol g is used to denote a gluon. From Fig. 16 we see that 
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j J ^ V W W y 

Fig. 15. Tke decay of heavy qnarkontom ( b j 
V -» HPf is shorn in (»). !n (b) ff° decays 
to a onarit anttquark pair sad (c) sbowt the 
main background for (a) namely V - * jjrj. 

(Madron* 
Jt l 

omit 

Pig. 16. The quarkoDium branching Trie- ? 
tions are shown (taken from Ref. 20) w a g 
function of the quarkonium mass. The n«u- < 
tral Hjggs bojoii mass was taken to be jf 
lOGeV/A 

I ' 0 0 

IOO 
(6tV> 
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^ $ 1 * 7 at My- »G*V/c* 

^ 9 a« % - dOCeV/c2 . 
This background » distinguishable bom the signal when we ase the property that the 
phatwa from the signal b moHochfometk. Rottghfr speaking the photon apectnun 
from the background fa anew 

4fo 

s^ =sjf. 

Fig. I?. Decay modes of tho neutral Higgs 
boson as a function of its mass. 

10 go 30 40 50 

Assume that the photon is measured in 8 calorimeter whose energy resolution <rEfE ~ 
»x/A" = .1/ V®. FW X , > O.S ffy7 cs it% Aa an example consider that Afy = 
Afl3 = 6QGeV/e2 then for 

W ^ - ^ W G e V , AT«*=«O.Se of £r*=27GeV 

- l O G e V , A'«° = 0.« «f £ , = 2flOV . 

Figure 18 depicts the experiments! problem, namely with & resobnig width of 2% 
and A' r = 0.89, C M we sort oot the signal from A background which b three times a* 
copious? The figure b drawn so that the relative frteaa of the Gaussian (signal) and 



the triangle (background) nre 1 : 3 and the Gaussian has a width of 'i% . One sees 
lint indeed the signal would readily be«ecD. With enough data one could remove the 
bnekground by requiting .he / /° —• r + r " decay. For Mno = 10 GeV/c 2, Dill0 -^ 
T Tr~) = Z0°$ *nd one pays an acceptable price. For MJfo = 20 GcV/c 2, D[l!a — 
r + r ~ ) =s S% and a long run would be nevded to ctiiblisb the H° if one required the 
W° -* r + r " decay mode. 

1 
i 

" IM" t o . 6 " * ' 

Fig. 18. Tb<! photon spectrum from V - . v j iJ'"lu' ^ i"" i-c*- V-H"> 

J/°7 assuming M//« = 20 GeV/c 2, My = \ 
60 GeV/c a end <rE/E = i0?£ / y/E. Also ] 
shown in an approximation to the photon 
spectrum for the background V -• gg^. The ^ 
relative areas or the two curves lire chosen to K &twu,jrnate PMCM* ooenrum 
simulate 
prorisises 

. , , ..'irn V - qu> 
simulate the expectations Tor these two i I .._>-

u..r-—:._... j 
"I 0 / 0 4 O b tlB 

Having established the signal, how wull could om: measure A/̂ oT On<- could either 
measure the je*. mass or obtain the mas? from the measured photon energy. It is hard 
to estimate how well one would do using the former method because it will depend 
on the characteristics of the detector and on Monte Carlo corrections. For the latter 
method 

" . - ( - $ ) • 

Ml 

For anlE **Af\/E and Ml{n = 20 CeV/c 2 and Mv = B» GeV/e'2 one finds <rM t = 
1.8 CeV/e*. 

We can conclude that for MHn < M r t /2 , lopoiiium should ykld the H° \ia the 
decay toponium -> ff°-|. Suppose that either Mir* > A/,7/2 or the SLC turns on at 
about th« same time as TRISTAN. Can one search for the W° at the Z°? Bjorken'21 

pointed out that indeed one could utilize the process Z° — virtual Z®+H° -• ific^t* 
as shown in Fig. It*, /fere <* are charged leptoos. The production rate 2 2 for this 
process is shown io Fig. 20. Also shown is the rate for 7? — f7°-j which vanishra in 
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&TLX aider because the photon and the Z° are "orthogonal." Tta« JSQ *-* Hat+t~ event 
rate is not large and will require that the SLC and LEP obtain their promised p&ak 
luminosity. 

Fig. 10. The proccsa e + e~ - Z° - H0?**-. 

10 

FIR. '20. The decay rate for Za -
//"r+e" or X° -* ^ V / * " 
relative to 2° -• |J + / i _ which 
has a branching Traction of 3% 

- \ 

10 s-3 

\ or HVe" 

o.e 

For ii < t > = 3 x I0 3 0 cm"5 « c - 1 the event rates for each leptoa channel are 
1.2/day for MWo = 10 CeV/e2, 0.4 events/day for MHo = 20 GcV/fi2 and C.3 
cvonts/day for A/Ho = 30 GeV/c3. This signal must be observed in the presence of a 
h&ttrnnk went rate of --9,000 events/day. The »cv to extracting a signal is the event 
topology. The dilepton pair take most of the energy in the process, leaving the H 
dt»t> to rest. Figure 21 shows the dilepton invariant mass spectrum for different values 
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of Mjfl. The star A 0 b usamed here to decay to a pair of quarks. What results 
then b an event with two quark jets which are roughly back to back and a pair of 
high energy Uptons -whose direction is not correlated to the hadronic sphericity satis. 
Figure 22 shows this topology schematically. There have been numerous studies or the 
detection of these H^t^f events at the various Z° workshops; we have used the study 
done for the SLC workshop.61 Hadronic: events at the Z° were produced using a Monte 
Carlo simulation program. Events were- selected which bad two el-wir**" l»«Ma will 
look essentially the same). Figure 23 shows the dilepton mass spectra which aris» from 
the signal and the Z° -* hadrom background. In order to reduce the background, 
each lepton b required to hare an angle > 200 mrad relative to the sphericity a m 
of the hadranic system. This win cause ¥0408% no loss (~ 2 X 200/2 x » X 10* = 
0%) of signal events because the leptona have no correlation to the hadronic system. 
However, the background b substantially reduced because tbe main source b 2? -»11 
where both f's decay semileptonically and in this ease it b rare to get two high energy 
decay leptons which have, in addition, large transverse momentum. It appean then 
as if tbe hadronic background can be handled. 

Fig. 21. Dilepton mess spectra for Z° -» 
H^t^f for several choices of the Miggs mass. 
The normalitation corresponds to 2000 hoars 
of beam time at an avr age luminosity of 
10 3 0 cm~ a see"1. 

Fig, 22. A schematic representation of 
tbe topology of tbe Z° - • H°e*e~ events. 
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1-ig. 23. The electron-positron pair mass 
spectra for: (a) e +e~ pain from jets with* 
out cots (solid line), (b) e*e~ pssits from 
jets with a 200 mrad cut described in text 
(dashed line), and (c) e*e~ pain from Z° -*• 
/ / ° e + e _ , Mlto = 10 GcV/c2 (solid line) and 
MH = 20 GeV/c2 (dashed line). 

Jt order to establish & signal, one mast look for a peak la the spectrum of the mass 
recoiling against tbe u>!epton pair. This recoil mass is shown in Fig. 24 for Mfp = 10 
GeV/c* assuming that one detects electrons in an electromagaetie calorimeter with 
an energy resolutiui of v$tB = 10% f\/E. A clear signal la seen with a mass 
resolution of roughly 1 GeV/c*. The mass resolution degrades approximately linearly 
with tbe calorimeter resolution and, particularly for a high mass H°, one would aot 
want to do this measurer .est with a calorimeter having an energy resolution worse than 
20% / \/E. If I tie munn channel is chosen tbe muon momentum resolution required 
which corresponds to ugfL •= 20% / \/E is ffp/p = 0.1% P assuming thai tho typical 
kplofl momentum is 30 GoV/c. Because tbe rate is so small an optimal detector should 
have g.»od solid angle coverage and be able to detect both the dioloc'ron and dimuon 
modes, i be requirements for lepton/hadron separation are not too taxing; a rejection 
of 00 :1 would b« more than adequate. 

W.-,- can summarize this discussion by saying that searches for the tf° will be possi
ble at the SIX? and LEP provided thot these machines achieve their design luminosities 
of > 5 X 10" «n~ 3 m ' 1 . Experiments will bave sensitivity to the mass range S < 
A/ffO < 40 GeV/c3. The upper limit comes from rate and badronic background limi
tations and the lower limit from backgrounds arising from two photon processes which 
were aot discussed here (see Kef. 5b). 
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Fig. 24. Scatter plot of M(e+e~) versus 
recoil mass where a calorimeter with resolu
tion OEJE = 10% / -JE is assumed. 
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Assume nature is unrelenting and Mfp > 40 GeV. Searches will have to be per
formed at LEP II, LEP UI and SLC II and possibly at the high energy colliding linacs. 
The H° can be pursued using the reaction t + c ~ —* H°Z° where the dominant con
tribution to the process comes from an intermediate virtual Z° as shown in Fig. 25. 
The cross section for this process is f'ven by" 

<r(e+e~ - Z°H°) = F

M * t[s, M Z < P, Mfp){l - AeitP&w + ^inHw) 

where y/a = Ec.m. and 

ASz 

1 
1 

.u--3*1 /(e.M-fO.ArV) = l-[l -A$[l -Bjl(l- A ) ( l - B ) + 1 2 ^ 1 

and A = (A/2o -f JWwo)2/«, B = (Mjp - Mzv)2/e. Figure 2ft shows the ratio of 
<*i«-'+e- —• Z"//°j to the point cross section as a function of Ee.m. «nd M//t>. The 
cross ssction for e +e~ -» Z°//° is comparable to the point cross section and therefore 
the event rates will be favorable. For fixed Ec.m. the cross section remains independent 
oi Mfja until one comes close to threshold. As Ee,m- is increased, the relative rate 
decreases quite rapidly. 

Fig. 25. The process e+e - -» Z°* — Z°H°. 
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Running at ibe highest LEP II energy of Ec.m. = 170 GeV the event rate for a 
/»° with a mass of 40 GeV/c2 is ~ 3 events/day. This assumes a < I > = 1.6 X 
10 3 1 c m - 2 s ec - 1 . The final state Z^H0 must be extracted from a badronic background 
of~ 15 events/day. In general these two processes will not easily be separated. One 
could guarantee separation by requiring that the 2° —» e+e~ or ( J + / i - or T + T ~ or vP. 
This constitutes i% o r the Z* decays per charged lepton pair plus 0% for the vb 
channel. In the lepton decay channels one would have an extra handle on the process 
by ^Icul&ting the dilepton invariant mass which should be the Z° mass. The H° mass 
would have to be reconstructed from the H° decay products. 

Tig. 26. The rate 2 3 for the process e +e~ -
Z°II0 is shown as a function of Ec.m. and 
MHa- The rate is normalized to the point 
cross section which has the value 
BM/Btn. nb. 

I 10 tOO 

The search for the H° at LEP D and LEP UJ will be possible for H° masses < 
—V"* provided that these machines achieve their design luminosity. For very heavy 
Hb .i, 'hose which would be found at the colliding Unacs, a luminosity of 10 3 2 — 
ID 3 3 t m " ! sec - 1 is needed. 

4 ', TESTS OF THE NON-ABEUAN NATURE OF QCD 

We first consider the evidence which exists for gluons. Such evidence comes from 
t+t~ interactions at PETRA, PEP and CESR and from deep inelastic lepton scat
tering. For an excellent review of this topic see Ref. 24. In all respects the data are 
in good agreement with the predictions of QCD and no conflicts exist. In particular, 
QCD predicts the presence of three jet events in e +e~ at Ec.m. > 10 GeV and indeed 
such ev«nts are seen. Let U3 review the evidence for the three jet events as obtained 
by the PETRA groups and confirmed recently by the PEP experiments. 
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The first striking property of tbe hadronie events at PETRA is that the mean 
transverse momentum of particles relative to tbe •hrusl or sphericity axis grove with 
increasing fiem. Tbe growth of tbe average f>j occurs ID the plane containing most of 
tbe momentum, tbe < px > out of this plane is 3lw»wt independent «T £",-,„.. These 
effects are shown in Fij. 27. If one looks at tbe bigb energy badronie events clear 
three jet structures are seen. A model using only the process e+e~ — q }, in which 
the quark mean ft in the fragmentation process is allowed to grow with Ecm , does 
not account Tor the growth of < pr > in the event plane. The interpretation of the 
data is that the growth of < pf > in the plane occurs because of the emissiun of 

Fig. 27. Tbe mean transverse momentum 
squared per event is shown both normal to 
the event plane (< pj- > 0 U ( ) sod in the event 
plane (< pf >;„) at Ee,m, ™ 13* 17 and 
87.4 - 31.5 GeV. These data are from tlw 
TASSO group. The predictions of the quark 
model (e +e~ -* qlj) arc shown assuming the 
quark fragmentation process is characterized 
by a ot = 800 MeV/c (solid lino) or = 4&0 
MeV/ca (dashed line). 

— i r ~r 
i }- i7Gev=E t . ,„ 

4 qq.cru'O.JOGeWt 

0.5 OG 09 

Fig. 28. (a) Tbe kinematics for ih+ process 
rft~ — MJ where tj — EJEtm and £,• 
are tbe parton energies. (fa) TUe definition 
of the Elli t-Kartiacr angle, 4, 

<<|J 
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B s t o o l s ) name^r e+e~~ -i- gqg. This process can be tfrwgbt of a» bTtmsstrablang at a 
gjoon off a quark (untiqtiark) fine. The procesr is shown pietorially i s Pig. 28a» QCD 
predicts, to first order ID <*„ tbe distribttttoo «4 the psrtOD momenta 

I rfg _ & * * [ gf + * | (.*•&,») 1 
wo rfrtrfz2 3x 1(1 —*iHl —*j) ejreKe permufaffofte] 

where A',- = 2 £ ,

1 / E r . m . and £,- is the parton energy. The analyses performed at 
PETRA constitute teats of the above Dalits plot distributions [Lxf — 2). For example 
the measured distributor- of *j in clear three jet events is shown in Fig. 2D along 
with the prediction of the QCD Monte Carlo. These tests have been performed by 
all the PETRA groups- 3 And the MARK II at P E P 2 6 and in all eases the data are 
well represented by the QCD Monte Carlo simulation programs. We omit here the 
discussion of how the three jet events are obtained. There are many methods for 
doing thu- 2 7 and suffice it to say that for the conclusions above all these methods 
are reasonable. As another check on these Dalit tf plot distributions, the spin of the 
assumed gEuon has been measured. The method employed by the TASSO and MARK 
n group is that suggested by Ellis and Karliner 2 8 in which one transforms to tfcn rest 
frame of the (XQ, Z3) system using the measured direction and velocity of the fastest 
parlon ( n ) . This is shown pictorially in Fig. 28b. 8 V the decay angle in this («2i*3) 
rest frame and dNf{d coa 0) can be thought of as the decay angular distribution of the 
gluon which will be sensitive to the spiD of the gluon. If one assumes that the partons 
are massk-ss 

cot V 22 —^— , 

Figure 30 shows the _ M 8 distribution for clear three jtt event* as obtained by 
T A S S O . " Tbe prediction of QCD for spin 1 and spin 0 gluons is alsii shown. The spin 
1 hypothesis reproduces the data well, tbe spin 0 hypothesis is a poor representation 
of the data. To quantify this, TASSO finds 

< (03$>4cii «o 0.3381 ±0.0079. 

< AM« >Aat& - < <*>*$ >QCI> "" 0.00M ±0.4084 tad 

< « • ' > £ « * - <«wtf >t#far fhmt = 0.0411 ±0.0034 
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Fie. 20. Tbe parlon thrust distribution as 
measured by the TASSO group. The solid 
curve is tbe prediction of QCD to leading 
order in at which is taken to be 0.17. 

O.S O.rf 1.0 
»! [parton thrust) ,_„ 

0.3 

Fig. 30. The distribution of the 
Ellis-Karliner angle, 6, for tbe three 
jet events with *i < 0.0 obtained 
by the TASSO group. The solid curve 
id QCD with a, =0.17, the 
dasbed cur-e is 'he prediction for 
ascalai z.uon. 
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snd hence the scalar gluon is ruled out at the five standard deviation level. This result 
is confirmed by the MASK II 2 0 and all the other PETRA groups 2 5 

The groups running on the T first at DORIS 3 0 and more recently at CESR 3 1 have 
shown that the event shape* of th* hadronic events agree very well with the QCD 
predktiou that the T decays to three gluona. As an example, the data of the PLUTO 
group for thrust is shown in Fig. SI. 
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surcd by PLUTO for T and the continuum. § 
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Wc can summarize by saying that in all these studies, the predictions of the first 
order QCD, as they are incorporated in Monte Carlo simulation programs, do an 
excellent job of accounting for the experimental data. QCD makes predictions for 
p&rtc-n distributions and the experiments observe hadrons. The gap is bridged by 
models for this fragmentation process. The simulation programs have many adjustable 
psuvmei.:;r9 which give the experimenters some freedom when thf comparisons are 
made. Hence some of the arguments become circular. 

In the light of this criticism we should ask whether there are competing theories or 
models which can account for the observed data. We know that at energies < tO GeV, 
e+e~ — 99 plus fragmentation of the quarks into hadrons account very well for the 
e* f data. Can one make simple extensions to such models to account for the 30 GeV 
<+e~ data* There are a wide variety of these extended q q models and to general one is 
able to arrange the parameters of the models to reproduce the < pj- > distributions 
both in aud out of the event plane. However in doing so the z\ distributions never 
agree with the data. We borrow Table 5 directly from Ref. 25 to show the kinds of 

J Off RttMioftct 
"*A StV) 

• fcynman Fivltf MC 
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models which have been tried. The notation qj_ is the quark transverse momentum, 
aq a the average of this quantity and x\ is as discussed earlier in thb section. Figure 
32 indicates how the first and third models in Table 5 fail to account for the data. The 
other models fail in a similar way. 

There is a model which is not a simple extension of « +c~ - * g } whose proponents 
claim accounts well for the FETRA data. The model which goes under the name of 
Quantum GeometTodynanric* \vJGD), is due to C. Prepargto and coworkers at Ban. 
The model has the somewhat uncomfortable feature of evolving with the evolving data 
and so a clear and complete reference is hard to Sod. However, the interested reader 
can start with the references given in Ref. 32. 

Table 5. Comparison wi*h Two Jet Models. 

Molel ' Result 

o9 = 320 GeV/c for u,d,s, 

a, = 800 McV/c for c, b 

V±><P± >in . < Pj_ >P«( Rood 

±1 too low 

Pj_ w.r.t. 3 axes too broad 

ejfc-'fW Pj_ < < P i >i* > < P'l >««< B° o d 

x\ too low 

Pj_ . < P± >in . < p\ >out good 

xi too low 

QGD differs greatly in motivation for , CD and in its Monte Carlo formulation it 
baa far less parameters than QCD plus fragmentation. In particular the model does 
not have gluons and hence, while it predicts three jet events, it also predicts that the 
three jets should alt fragment identically. This being a leading issue, we I'mcecd to 
look at this model. The model is not easy to describe but we do our best in this 
limited space. At the heart of the model is an object called a "fire sausage" or "fire 
string" whirh b a bag in space-time. The concept is that one starts off with 5a>rnelry 
— simple domains in space-time which contain a u Jf pair - a n d then, usir.A a wave 
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Fig. 32. The (TASSO) data in (a) and (c) are the same, namely the distribution of 
transverse hadron momentum squared with respect to the sphericity axis. For the high 
energy data, the parton thrust distribution is shown in (b) and (d). The fits to (a) and 
(b) are for the model described m column one of Table 5, and those to (c) and (dj are 
for the mode) described in column three of Table 5. 

function for tbw domain and a set of physical boundary conditions, one generates dy
namics. The dynamics comprise a particle Bpectrum and perturbative bag interactions. 
The particle spectrum which evolves is a set of Regge trajectories. 

Multiparticle states originate from the decay of well denned gg structures — the 
fire strings (FS). These FS's are tube-like structures — see Fig. 33 — which contain ft 
coherent superposition of Rcggo trajectories of different orbital angular momentum. In 
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three space you can visualise this object aa containing 49 wares moving freely inside a 
cylinder of length R( ~- tnoaa and a. radio* Aj_ ~ footiiM**). There are two ways that 
the FS can. decay and in both cases the process b specified by QGD without freedom 
of parameters. The two decay mechanisms, chain (a) and tree (b), are shown in Fig. 
31. The kernels for these decays ai*t predicted by QGD and the only parameter in the 
model is a which is the r*btive amount of chain and tree decay required by nature. 

Fig. 33. A schematic representation of a 
fire-siring (FS). 

K,~n2 M 

(ol 

Fig. 34. The chain (a] decay anil the 
tree ib) decay of a Dre-slring. 

»i 8a h f» 

From this brief discussion It probably hasn't been clear, but the decay process 
outlined above IF akin to had ionization ylus perlurbative QCD. In QGD, a FS is 
produced in t+e~ wUtt the quark content specified by the quark charge squared. The 
angular distribution of the axis ol ike Fo ls taken to be 1 +tw J S in tbe usual manner. 
A Monte Carlo simulation program, called b)POS, baa been written incorporating (he 
tfeas outlined above. It baa onl* one pirameler a (or two ir one adds in baryons as 
decay products of the FS). Using the TASSO data from PETRA, Preparata et al., 3 2 

have fit a and find it to be a aa 4,0$±0.3. Having fixed **is j-ranreter, they then 
compare their Monte <"Vlo predictions with QCD and data. J:?ure 35 shows tbe 
comparison between QCD and QGD rot the three jet kimenstics. At the parton level 
the agreement is good. Figure 36 shows the comparison between QGD and the TASSO 
hadron inclusiv* spectra. QGD agrees well with tbe data and even predicts tbe correct 
amount of seating violations. More comparisons an given in the references. The reason 
for including this mode) was that in the eyes of its proponents a model, quite different 
than QCD, does account for the observed data ant* hence offers an alternative to the 
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notion of gluona. The model is, in principle, distinguishable from QCD in that it 
predicts that all jets should fragment irJentieairy, whereas QCD predicts that gUons 
•dioulcl fragment differently than quark*. QGP offers an interesting straw man and 
it mould be nice if the experimental groups could make direct comparisons between 
EIHJS and their data. 

Fig. 35. A compnrison betweqn toe 
three jot parton i distributions 
(see Fig. 28) for QCD and QCD. 
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Fig. 36. fVedktiuitt of th*Q(n>M0Bfe Carlo e ^ ^ 
with the hadron inclusive spectra of TASSO (a) and with the scaling violations unpbed 
by the data [b>. 
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The verification or First order QCD as discussed earlier in this section is most 
impressive. It is also noDlrivial; we have seen ooly one (of many) alternative mode] 
achieve any measure of success. However to some extent the evidence in favor of QCD 
is circumstantial and we should have higher standards if we are to say that QCD is the 
"theory of the strong world." In particular we should demand more direct evidence 
that QCD w a non-Abetian theory 

The most natural place to look for the proof is at toponium because tt decays to 
hadrons via three gluons. Since toponium is heavy ( > 37.5 GeV/c 2) the three gluons 
will show up ID most cases as three well defined jets. Application of a cluster algorithm 
will result in a large fraction of well-defined three cluster (jets) events. A study of this 
type wai Jone 1" sonie while ago for A/f[ = 30 GeV/c- (The conclusions of this study 
are only strengthened by the fact that we know now that Af,j > 30 GeV/c 2). Monte 
Carlo events were generated at 30 GcV far topanium and the continuum. We will 
characterize toponium aa ggg and the continuum as qlj + <fq]g, where q and g stand 
for quark and gluon respectively. The duster frequency distributions obtained using 
the cluster algorithm arc shown in Fig. 37. One sees that in the case or ggg the 
cluster algorithm reconstructs ikalf the events as three jet events. It is shown in Ref. 
15 tha ih' assignment of particles to the jets by the cluster algorithm reproduces 
the produced jet assignments very well. Those events which are reconstructed as two 
jet events are those in i.hich two of l',e gluon jets overlap. In the continvam the 
reconstructed number of ihrce jet events is much smaller because only about 25% of 
the events arc g qg (i.e., have a gluon of sufficient energy to warrant calling the final 
slate a three parton state) and many of those have a large overlap between the glnon 
and the quark which radiated the gluon. These will be reconstructed ja Ivo cluster 
events. We tb?n propose the following procedure to lest whether quarks and gluons 
of the same (high) eaergy hadronize differently. Suppose one is running at Ec.m. — 
40 — 60 GeV. In this case the continuum cross section b the same as the peak cross 
section for toponium (see Fig. S). The first step in the test is to run at the peak of 
toponium and accumulate three jet events. Assuming < t > = 10 3 1 cm"2 o c c - 2 and 
the cluster finding efficiencies from Fig. 37, one would get IS ggg three jet evento/day 
aad 7 ( } j three jet events per day; one would have a sample or three jet ever ., in 
which the fastis jet hr-J an energy or H-lri GeV and was 70% "gluon rich.11 The 
second step is to run below toponium and accumulate th ee jet events. These would 
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accumulate at 7 ev?uis/day and the fastest jet would again have J4-18 GeV and be 
100% quark. One would i.-̂ w compare the decay properties of the fastest jet on ,-md 
off the toponium resonance. The obvious variables to test are I he multiplicity and the 
< pj- > for the jet panicles relative to the reconstructed jet axis. The multiplicity 
should be ~ twice as large and < py > should be appreciably larger for the gluoa jet* 
relative to the quark jets. One wjuld immediately be able to tell if gluona fragment 
diffurcntly than quarks. The advantage of this test is that no comclions &T« needed, 
no Monte Carlo simulations — one merely compares observed distributions. 

Fig. 37. The cluster frequency 
distributions Tor e+e~ -* ggg (a) 
and e + e" —» v9 + 99!? (b) 
at Ec.m. = 30 GeV. 

(a) ( b ) 
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One could argue that a somewhat more formal test of the gluon sdf-coupling ini^ht 
bf preferable. Such tests have been proposed and we choose as an example tht •uetbod 
proposed in Rcf. 33 by Koller et al. It involves looking at four jot events produced at 
loponium. In this case one would have dominant contributions from the two diagrams 
shown in Fig, 38. The authors argue that (a) is about Tour times more copious than 
|b) and hence an absence of the g -» gg coupling required for (a) can he detected. 
We estimate that < 10% of the toponium hadronic decays will reconstruct as clear 
four cluster events. For < L >= 10 3 t e m - 2 sec~l, this corresponds to a signal of 3 
events/day. A one-year run under these conditions would suffice. 

Fig. 3tf The two dominant dicrjams 
for producing four jot events at 
toponium. 
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There we two distinct four jet topologies which result and these are drawn in Fig. 
29. The authors suggest bcoswg on ths Class B events wbkh an shoot twice as 
plentiful as Class A events. Define the two jet group which has the smallest invariant 
masses the sum jet side. The choice of the stim jet favors strongly the side where the 
f — fg or $ - »q q branching occurred. Several variables show measurably different 
spectra for 38(a) and 38(b) and we show in Fig. 40 the distribution of caaBij for 
the two possibilities. The angle 9y ts the angle of the slim jet with respect to the 
overall four jet thrust oris defined in the rest frame of the slim jet One sees that 
the g -*• gf proeesR favors ewfy -* 1 whereas the g ~* gg is relatively flat. If the 
gluon tsir coupling were not present one would see it both in the yield and shape of 
the eo$$ij plot. This method would seem promising. Other proposed probes for the 
gluon seir-eoupliog include tests at the Z° (Ref. 34) sad tests in the continuum (Ref. 

Class A 

Fig. 39, Kinematic configuration Tor the 
class A and B events. ID (a) the thrust axis 
will be along the momentum vector of one 
of the jets and the throe other jets will be 
in the opposite hemisphere, la (b) there are 
two jets in each hemisphere. 
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Fig. 40. Angular distribution of the two-
jet system on the *-B1W side of tin west 
relative to the thrust axis. This angular 
distribution is evaluated ID the two-jet 
center-of-mass. 
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Why not use PETRA/PEP gluon jets to study the difference between gluon and 
quark fragmentation? There are several problems with this approach, 1B general the 
three jet events do oot have tho softest jet well separated from the intermediate energy 
jet. This overlap of jeta makes the measurement of Jrt energy, jet multiplicity and 
mean pj very diiTicult, Gi is only has a statistical assignment of the "gluon rich" jet 
and most of the gluous ai« soft. One would like to have high energy jets which were 
well measured with reliable particle assignments. Unfortunately, wits PETRA/PEP 
type events one has a siUtatkffi where the "groon rich* jet b (he softest and is the 
most poorly measured. If one ask* for * high energy gloom one moves towards the 
configuration in which each parton carries £cm,/3. However, in this configuration the 
assignment of any jet to the gluon hypothesis is » purely random one, namely the odds 
ETC 1/3 for any jet you choose. It b the author's opinion that it will be very difficult 
at the present PETRA/PEP energy range to concJusWeiy demonstrate that gluons 
fragment differently than quarks. Perhaps if PETRA can get a very hrge (lOQpft-1) 
data set at > 40 GeV H CAD be done. 
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L' ekily there are people who disagree with the author's personal opinion! Tfa« 
JADE croup30 claim that they da sea differences ia the mean Px between tire soft jet 
(glnon rich) and intermediate energy jet (quark rich). There are, however, analyses20-37 

which claim to see no effect and the JAPE results require coninoation or in the words 
of Braunschweig (Ret, 25), "... the effect seen by the JADE group needs further 
study" 

4.5 DOES * , RUN - AND, IF SO. HOW DO WE 'CLOCK* IT? 

The question po»cd above seems somewhat akin to measuring the progress of a 
snail usiag a watch calibrated in femtoseconds — the point being, of course, that a . 
runs very slowly. Remembering the formula given in Sec. S and taking »/ = 3 and 
a,[(30 GeV)2] = 0.17 one finds 

Ee.m. => (GeV) * • 

30 .170 
93 (tf°) .166 

HO (LEP II) .1G0 
3<ja fVLEPP I) .140 

1000 (VLEPP U) .130 

In order to understand how hard it in to see these small changes in at one should 
keep in mind that the typical errors in o, coming from PEP/FETRA measurements 
are 0.02 statistical and 0.03 systematic. The present level of systematic errors is the 
difference in a, at 30 and 300 GeV! So it will be very bard to measure the running 
coupling constant by raising Eem.-

Is there an alternative at present energies?. Could we investigate the process 
whereby a quark evolves into a jet of badro&t and sample different values of Q 2 in the 
sense thai early times => short distances •» toga Q*t An analysis along these lines 
has been performed by the MARK 11 group.38 The discussion b complicated and the 
interested reader b encouraged to consult the reference. 
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4.8 QUARK CONFINEMENT 

Confinement was 8 direct consequence of the non-Abelian nature of QCD. The 
F&bfeank et al?9 results mdfeate that free guttle* eras* afed, while this mutt needs 
confirmation, we cannot Ignore It snnpljr because it makes us uncomfortable. What 
evidence do we have bom e + e" experiments on the existence of Ire* qnarksT Nome 
bare b<*n seen and the BmiU takes fastltef. 1$ are shown in Fig. 41. Searches ere 
done for quark pair production and lot racfasrVe quark production. Pignre 41 shows 
the limits obtained tor the cross section lor these processes normalized to the point 
cross section. As we probe ttffi higher energies, we most always remain vigilant and 
ensure that the new detector designs do not preclude searching for tree quarks. 

12 0 4 8 
M(«) !6aV) 

Fig. 41. Results from the e +e~ quark search experiments b shown for the inclusive 
channel (a) and the exclusive channel (b). Shown are the upper limits tor the produc-
tte& cross sections at the C&% confidence level. The t#o options I and 11 represent 
alternative models for ohtal&E&g corrected cross sections. 
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5. Simple Extennlona of Sl/(3) A SU[2) A t/(l> 

5.1 MODELS WITH MORE THAN ONE liiGGS DOUBLET 

The minimal version of the Wcinbcrg-Salam model has a complex doublet of Iliggs 
fields {Sec. 31. There are ao theoretical reasons for excluding the introduction of more 
than one doublet of Higgs fields in the standard model. There are many instances of 
models which use two complex doublets. This cHernative offers a possible so'mt'on to 
the strong CP ,,r->blem, and is used in both supersymmetry models and SU(5). In such 
models one has 

where Vi + V% = V = \flSf- When the spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs 
three of the eight fields are eaten hy the IV* and Z° wuile five remain as physical 
fields. These result in two neu'.ral bosons with scalar couplings to quarks and leptons 
{Hi,//^Ji o n e neutral boson with pseudo:>calar couplings {k ) and two charged scalar 
bosons (H*-). In some models h° is as 50c i -.ted with the as ion. In order to avoid flavor 
char ing neutral currents, it b jrrauged bat $\ gives mass to the charge jj quarks 
and ^2 gives mass to the charge 3 quarks. The couplings, as in the minimal model, 
are specified: 

However the ratio X = Vj/V^ is not known. Since Mc > \/j and Mt > A/j, it is 
surmised, but not necessary, that Vj > V2. We will assume for discussion of searches 
that X > 1 and that the charged Higgs scal&rs like to couple to the heaviest fermion 
pair available. By direct analogy with the W* sector, Kobayaahi-Maskawa type mixing 
can occur in the / / ± sector. Wc have no knowledge of how large this mixing might be 
but we will assume here that the mixing is small. 

Why do we choose only isodoublets for the H'jgs fields? There arc several reasons 
- two are given here. Higgs fields with weak i^spin ^ \ {triplets, etc.) cannot partic
ipate in the generation of fermion masses. They also upset the successful theoretical 
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prediction of the standard model for the ratio of the strength of charged and neutral 
currents. Suppose we introduce a triplet of Higgs fields 

following tut symmetry breaking one finds that < i) >o "ontributes extra mass to 
the W± and 

**W* *Y* ^ , 

In the standard model p = 1 and this is well confirmed by all the data.9 

We have no th^viica! guidance for the H* mass. We expect that 

/ / * - < : 3 or 
C l ) MH± 

•TV 

Pairs of charged Higgs particles will be produced in « +e~ interactions, e+e~ —* H+U~ 
with a cross section characteristic of scalars: 

where /?// is the velocity of the H±- Ru^H~ ^ *°° s m a ^ A contribution to permit 
a confident discovery. The angular distribution is distinctive, but it will not be easy 
to see a small (1/16) admixture of ain^B superposed on a ros2(? distribution. liowever 
this test should be performed by the PEP and PETRA groups. A more dramatic 
signature is the modification of huavy quark decay by the charged Higgs. This decay 
can proceed via H± in direct analogy with the standard W* diagram (see Fig. 42). 
The H± diagram dominates the \Vr±-for the assumption that there is small mixing in 
the Higgs sector. In the decays Q -* H^ and Q ~* W±q the ratio V[H*q)fT{W--q) 
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ranges from 10s to 60 as Mq ranges from 15 to 80 GeV/c2. So if Mi:± < Mc, \fT 

the D° and r would have considerably shorter lifetimes than those measured. We 
may conclude 'hen that Mj* > 1.8 GeV/c2. Wc can obtain a larger limit on ^%± 
from B decay. There are two possibilities (in the conventional lore considered in these 
lectures) for the c'ec.iy of bottom via / /* . These are shown in Fig. -13. They offer 
two limiting cases: (a) i*.f± -*ei only in which case we will see no leptons and lots of 
charged energy in H decays and (b) / / * —» T*!/ only in which case we will see a lot 
of leptons and substantial missing energy in B decays. The CLEO experiment"16 has 
looked fcr H± and shown in Fig. 44 if a plot of the observed charged energy Traction 
versus the lepton branching liiction. The data convincingly rule out the possibility 
that B decay is medial »d by rf*. We conclude that My± > 5 GeV/c2. To obtain 
larger limits we must consi< er the data from 7EP and ?ETRA. 

Fig. 42. The decay of a heavy quark 
in the standard model (a) and in th< 
extended standard model vbica 
contains charged ILggs particles (b) 

Fig. 43. If 6 quark decay was mediated 
by /7*, the prominent decay modes 
(for Mjf± < Mt) will be those 
shown above. 

Three event configurations are looked for. They are 

(6) 

| " ^ c 3 
and 

(7) 

« + e - ^ a* H-
L^cs + cS 

>c3 + cE . 
(8) 
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Fig. 44. Data from the CLEO experiment 
showing the measured charged energy frac
tion (fic) wrsus the fraction of muons. The 
allowed region for the decay of b vit a charged 
Higgs is shown along with the measured vj'ue. 

0 0.04 3.0B 0.12 

These searches have been performed by many groups40: MARK H (8) and (7), TASSO 
(8), JADE (7), CELLO (6) and MARK J (6). The analyses involve choosing event 
topologies consistent with (6)-(8) and asking whether there exist events in excess of 
those resulting from conventional sources. The production rate and angular distri
bution is assumed to be given by (4) and (5). Monte Carlo simulations of the Higgs 
decays are used with variable Mfj± to obtain limits. In the searches (fi) and (7) it is 
assumed that the branching fractioni for M± -* TV{BT) and the branching fraction for 
/ / * -* c3{Bct) sum to one: BT + Ba = 1- The analyses differ in detail; we use the 
MARK II analysis as an example of (6) and (7). Transverse momentum (pj) is used 
as a measure of mass. We can think of the event topologies for (6) and (7) is being 
characterized by two hemispheres each containing the decay products of one of the 
parent scalars. An axis can be defined so that the pp of both sets of decay particles 
is the same. This is a measure of the pq- in the parent decay. Figure 45a shows this 
pj spectrum for events chosen to be representative of process (6). The conventional 
source for these events is e+e~~ —*• r + r ~ and we see that the absolutely normalized 
expectation for r + r~ production accounts very well for the data. There is no room 
for appreciable H+H~ production. Using Monte Carlo predictions of the type shown 
in Fig. 15a for a 7 GeV/c2 /f*, limits on M#± can be obtained as a function of BT. 
These limits are shown as II in Fig. 46a. A similar analysis is done for (7), the results 
are shown in Fig. 45b and 46a. The results of the PETRA analysis for (6) and (7) are 
shown in Fig. 46b. PETRA runs at a higher Ec.m. and hence the PETRA experiments 

7 r—r 

0.6 

0.1 

0.2 

Measured Value 

Allowed Region 
for Decay of b 10 
Ctorged Higgs 

J I I 1 L 
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Fig. 45- (a) pj- distribution for r-pair 
events. The solid curve is the expecta
tion for normal r-pair production. 
The dashed curve b the expectation 
for a Hlggs with mass 7 GeV/c1 and 

(b) py distribution tor events with 
one prong opposite a multiproiit- jet. 
The sand curve b the prediction 
of the hadtaa Monte Carlo program 
normalised to the data. The dashed 
curve is th* expectation for a Higgs 
with Oa» 7 GeV/c2 and B[H — 
hedrena) = 1 - B[H — n/r) = 0.5. 

are able to place more atriu^eal limits oo M H ±, The study of (8) is much mote <JtfUoiU 
because the ewit topology will look very annua: lo die continuum «**"«" -» hadnoa. 
TASSO40 has done a four jm analysis in which they tare found a kinematic separation 
between die scalar events and the continuum events. The results of this study are 
shown in Fig. 46c Taking |J1 tbe results in Fig. 4", it appears unlikely thai there 
exists a charged scalar (with the properties described in this chapter) having a mass 
within the range of 5-13 GeV/c*. Combining tbe r and D° lifetime measurements, the 
CLBO, PEP and PETRA measurements it seems probable that MH± £ 13 (UV/c 2. 
As the energy at PETRA is raised, so will the limits on MH±. When PETRA reachet. 
Bc.m. • • *B GeV the experiments should have sensitivity to 21-22 CeV/c* in M# *. 
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Fig, 46. Limit on &{H* — T±V) are shown 
as a function of Mff&. The data come from4" 
MARK B (a), JADE and CELLO (b) and 
and TASSO (c). The models assumed in these 
analyses have B(H* -* T*I/) + 0 | J/± -* 
hedront} ^ 1. 

MAHKQ 

CELLO 

,(i TASSO) 
iictudsd" 
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Toponhunb a good place to look for charged Hjggs particles. ltliH± < M$/2the 
diagram shown m Fig. 47 win dominate all other decay processes for toponium. This 
will stake tbe toponium resonance much broader. At Ma = 60 GeV, TM is expected 
to be — 10 MeV If the process in Fig. 47 is dominant. The TRISTAN machine width is 
pt edicted to be "- 60 MeV and even if charged Iliggs dominate the decays of toponium, 
the machine resolution wit) dominate the measured width. The events however would 
be very distinctive relative to the expected decay - >pology f ? -* ggg. Firstly tbe events 
would not be planar and secondly there would be a lot of multilrpton events. It would 
be an easy tank to search for this possibility which offers the potential for achieving 
sensitivity up to A/ W A < A%/2. 
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Fig. 47. The decay of loponium in the 
presence of a charged sralar particle. 

Unfortunately the Z° will not be a good place *o look for charged Higgs pari ides. 
The coupling of the Z° to charged scalars is small as shown in Fig. 48. While the 
hadronic cross sectioi increases by about 103 at the 7* Relative to the c*^~ contin
uum), pair production of charged Higgs par tides increases by <10. 

Fig. 48. The cross section for the 
process e +e~ -* HfH~ as a 
function of Et.m.. 

» ( » • • • - r i V ) • 

JQO 
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If the charged Higgs particle is more massive than Ma/2, we will have to search 
for it in the continuum. This will be very difficult unless there is another (new) heavy 
lepton which dominates the decays of the //*. *a the absence of the clean signature 
this new heavy lepton would afford, the events coming from pair production of H± 

will be very difficult to disentangle from the continuum jet events. 
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5.2 MODELS WITH EXTENDED ELECTROWEAK GAUGE GROUPS: 

StV(2)A<7(1)A$. 

At low Q 2, the effective Hamiltonian of the standard model for charged current 
interactions is given by 

and for neutral current interactions by 

where [J+, J~,J^) form the weak isospio current. The success of the standard model 
at low energies is testament to the validity of this current-current description. Neither 
neuirino scattering experiments nor the e-d parity violation experiment probe the 
elect romigneltc part of the weak current. Hence we can add to //JVC 

"'HO — p ^ + tfait*- "^wJanf + Of*,) 

without -onflicling any of the tow energy experimental data. The only low energy 
bound for C is C < 4 which comes from measurements of the anomalous magnetic 
moment of the muon. 

The l«pton pair charge asymmetry measurements at PETRA and PEP probe the 
term C*/£„ via the interference of the weak and electromagnetic propagators, We will 
return (u Che measurements at the end of this section. The freedom implied by the 
addition of the term CJ^ permits models which extend the etectroweak gauge group 
U> 5F(2 |At f ( l )A£- Examples of such models are SV{2) A (7(1) A V[Yf (Ref. 41), 
SL'm AtJ(l)ASt/{2)' (Ref. 42) and SU{2)L AST/(2)RA»7(I) (Ref. 43). The common 
feature or these models is the presence of two Z°'s with Mgt < Mzo < M^ where 
A/zo is the mass of the 2° in the standard model. The reason why one gets two energy 
levels is that <?/£„ can be thought of as a perturbation and this perturbation splits 
the .-.ingle energy level (Xfzo). We discuss briefly the models for which § = U[l) and 
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In the models in which $ = 1/(2),*' all fermiona transform under SU{2) A U{\) 
in the usual manner and tbcy are invariant under 1/(1)'. The spontaneous symmetry 
breaking is achieved using a pair of complex Hig p fields (see Sec. S. 1). The Higgs field 
4 | follows the standard model prescription. However, b% which is invariant under 
£1/(2), has ton- trivial transformations under 1/(1) Al/(l) f. Hence we recover the same 
W± structure as in the standard model. However <j>2 Rives rise to an additional heavy 
ne '"-a! boson which can be associated with Crll)'. We thus obtain 

forl/fl) 

( e - . ^ ) a (0)\ Standard Model 

/] (% -̂ct -sa ra -
foiSE/(2) t[ one parameter sin^O^ 

(«-,"«) V)K)J> 
and for U\lf S[/|2)At/(l)At/(l)' 

[t'M v2) K) / h.^i^i) = (3xa) vi 
Wo; 

» 

three parameters . 

The three parameters of (2) A U[l) A t/(l)* can be taken as tin20w, Af| and 
Mj. The parameter C is give; by 

so as either M\2 — M%o wo recover the standard mode! with C = 0. 

In the model vrith Q = SV{2)i2 one goes through a similar procedure but in this 
instance £j has non-trivial transformations under St'12) A 51/(2)'. A^ain one obtains 
two neutral heavy bosons. In this mi del 

and aga:n C = 0 as A/( 2 -* Mzt. 
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From PETRA we obtain limits on C via t»ie Tneasuretnents of the lepton charge 
asymmetries. Tbe asymmetry data is fit using a> interaction whith contains the term 
CJ^. The limits obtained from the PETRA groups18 are shown in Table ft. 

Table 8. Limits on C. 

Group 95% C.L. forC 

CELLO < 0.031 
JADE < 0.039 

MARK J < 0.027 
PLUTO < 0.060 
TASSO < 0.030 

Figure 40 shows the bounds on M\ and M% obtained from the MARK J measure
ments. For $ = U[l), tbe 05% confidence level limit requires that one of the two 
neutral bosons have a mass very close to M^. The mode) in which § — SU(2) <g rot 
as tightly constrained because Cacain*$w as opposed to C<Lcaa*0w in the model with 

9-Vti). 

170 

190 I 
Fig. 40. Forbidden regions of the Mz,, M& S 

130 plot are shown for the two possibilities $ <*= £ 
U{1) and § = SU{2). The region to the left 

no 
of the curves is forbidden. 

90 
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What are the prospects of sorting out the correct electrowe&k gauge group as ws 
go up in Ee.m?- We con imagine two scenarios. In the first scenario there b o o Z * 

r ' > ' 
C<0OZ7 M A R K J 

(95% C.L.) I 
• 

I 
Fvrbiddvn -^ * 

/ 
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near V3 GeV/e*. In thfe ease w# win have to move down to lower energies searching 
for Z\. O M would presumably benefit in such a search from the fact tual there win 
be a aobstantial radiative tail for the £t *bieb will show up in * measurement of A. 
ID the second scenario Mi wold be very close to Aijp with Ji/j suSstantiatty larger 
(ban Mg». Wbat can be done b web a sitoationT This is thoroughly discussed in the 
SLC workshop5* end we borrow here liberally front this discussion (pages 44-53). The 
trick to sorting out the tatter scenario is the longitudinal asymmetry measurement 
discussed in See. 4.2. If one looks bark at the rorm of the modified neutral current 
Hamlltonian, one tees that, in essence, the addition of the term CJ&i has the effect 
of modifying *fa**u/. The longitudinal asymmetry {Atf is exceedingly sensitive to 
stn 9»V ea we see in Fig. SO. Shown ID Fig. 50 is Ai as a function of Ee.m. for the 
standard model and for SU(2)KU(l) At / ( l f in which ein2$\y is tafceo to he 0.22 (in 
agreement with the world average9 titfiiw = 0.230 ±0.015), Running at the /f° pole 
one would easily see the deviation from the standard lodel. However one will have 

Fig. 60. The longitudinal lepton charge 
asymmetry ia shown as a function 
of E«,m, tor tt>e etandavd model and 
SU(2)AU{l)AU(lY. In the 
latter case curves for different Mgt 

are shown. A/g, is assumed to be at 
A/go and ainHw = 0.22. 

to run at a substantially higher £ c . m , in order to get sensitivity to fl'^ M'.'ourjh 
not discussed here in detail, we show the sensitivity of A/, to tests lor th ' ro-'el 
SUii)i," S l / ( 2 ) s A t / ( l ) < 3 Figure 51 shows ̂  as a function of Ettn. for the Sin :1»n« 
model and the left-fight symmetric model, la this case ruLntng at the nominal 2 ° 
mass can distinguish the extended model from the standard model and yield the mass 
of the second heavy boson. This is shown more explicitly in Fig. Sib. We again see 
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bow important lougHwhwalrf polarised elections will be at the Jft. We can conclude 
by saying that with the benefit of such polarized beams, considerable sensitivity to the 
ekctroweak gauge group can IK obtained by running at the nominal 2° i 

Fig. 51. (a) The longitudinal lepton 
charge asymmetry is shown as a function 
of Ee.m. *°r the standard mode) air! 
HJ\ftLM*l{ftRhU[\y. Curves of 
different Mgx are shown for the latter 
model The sensitivity lo Mg9 is 
shown on (b) when the data are ac
cumulated at an energy of M ô-
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5.3 MODELS WITHOUT A TOP QUARK 

The top quark has not been seen. This has led many people to speculate that maj'ii* 
the f'.p quark doesn't exist. Models have been constructed in which the left-handed b 
quark is a sing'.ei; ihe four lower mass quarks retain their standard left-handed doublet 
, jsignmcDt. These models are listed and discussed by Kane44 and Kane and Peskin44. 
All the models discussed by Kane and Pesfcin have the common feature of substantial 
flavor changing neutral currents, which in particular tend to mod'"- 'ions of B decay. 
Ktoe and Peskin show that for all models there is a large rale for B's to decay tit 
dileptons nnl quantitatively 

> 0.12 

Toe CLEO experiment31* bas looked for these dilepton events. They fled ten such 
«-e&ts (on 4S| where they expect twelve from conventional sources. This allows them 
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to set a limit 

R < 0.08 {90% CJ.) 

This measurement rules out all these models. More recently Peskin and Tye 4 S have 
invented a model which suppresses the flavor changing neutral currents. The model 
has a most unnatural assignment of quarks: 

However it cannot be ruled out by the presf t data. Possible future avenues are (a) 
at the Z° the charm axial-vector couplir _, constant will be zero and (b) the B will 
have a substantially shorter lifetime {(P tor of 10) than in -he standard model. To test 
(a) is very hard — one would have .? --is charm jets and measure tiie charm quark 
asymmetry. 

5.4 MORE GENERATIONS - T H E GENERATION F I Z Z L E 

The discovery of the r and the 6 quark has led to a very tea. tiful symmetry between 
the quark and lepton sectors. Nature at present appears to have three generations of 
both quarks and leptons. While this symmetry is indeed attractive, we are led to an 
obvious question — why three generations? Why not five or tec? We readily understand 
the need for one generation — our very being is dependent on it. But more than one 
generation seems superfluous and it is interesting to speculate on why nature chose to 
replicate itself in this strange way. 

The distinguishing generation element is mass — successive generations have higher 
masses. A perfectly defensible reason why we see three generations then is that the 
energy of our machines is not sufficient to yield the next generation(s). The p.osrect or 
higher energy machines implies more quarts and leptons. We may go to our thejretical 
friends and ask them where 'e need to look; where will the next generation ippear? 
The answer is that none of the current theories understands the generation puzzle and 
no mass predictions exist. Bjorken, in 1978, contemplated the fermion mass spectrum 
and mused that the mass of the next charged lepton would be at ~ 10 GeV/c 2 and the 
mass of the top quark would be ~ 27 GeV/c 2. The former is violates / the PhTRA 
and PEP limits, so we see that our guide will have to be experiment. 
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How do we search for new flavors? There are three obvious possibilities 

1. Search for a new charged lepton, L*, 

2. Search for a new Q = - g quark, and 

3. Search for more i/'s. 

We do not include searches for Q = | quarks because if such a quark were found, it 
would satisfy our need for the top -niark. Consider the search for L i . The W* which 
mediate the decays of L*, is democratic with respect to fermion coupling st.-engths. 
Allowing for three quark colors we have 

Btl* -+ ff*iw) = -L = 8% 

and 

ByL* — hadrons) - 76% . 

(These numbers will be modified slightly by QCD corrections but, for the argument 
b"ing made here, these small modifications are unimportant.) We will therefore be 
able to use the standard low multiplicity searches for IA which will be pair produced 
in c + «~ interaction with i? = 0t(3 —/?2)/'*- backgrounds are small because the 
< n >charge '*& ia*ge f° r t n e hadronic events. Aa an example at TRISTAN assuming 
Ec.m. = 60 GeV, < L >= 10 3 1 cm'2 sec-1 one will have 20 L+L~ events pro
duced/day (fti = 1) of which five events/day would have the topology of a single 
lepton in one hemisphere and > 3 charged hadrons in the other hemisphere. Such 
a signal would be hard to miss. As Ec.m. is raised, the searches will be rate limited 
and a high luminosity will be required. The rate goes like £££.• However at the Z° 
there will be plenty of rate with B{Z® -* L+L~) — 3% . For these searches one has 
sens, ./ity up to Ec.m.l^-

Searches of > : J kind have been done at PETRA and PEP. The limits for sequential 
charged heavy leptons appear in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Limits on Sequential Heavy Leptons 

Experiment 95% C.V Lo.ver Limit 

JADE 18.1 
MARK J 16.0 
PLUTO ii.o 
TASSO 15.5 
MAC 14.0 

MARKC 13.8 

By the end of 1683, PETRA will have sensitivity to Af^ ~ '23 GeV/c2. 

How do we search for a Q = — 3 quark? The change in R is 3 which is too small 
to see given the present accuracy of R measurements. The new quark will be heavy 
and so event shapes will be a useful indicator. The presence of a new quark will be 
signalled by the onset of spherical, low thrust events. The signal is distinctive, but 
the rate is still low. The searches performed at PETRA indicate how such s°arrbt*, 
are made. Figure 52 shows the thrust for hadronic events containing a muon in .a • 
MARK J detector. The muon tag is used to enhance the heavy quark decay fraction. 
Shown on the plot is the expected yield for the five known quarks and for the five 
known quarks plus a charge — g quark. The mass limit for charge — g quarks obtained 
by the PETRA w-'Jps 1 3 is M_i > 15 GeV/c2. These kinds of shape analysis searches 
can be continued as ivm. is raised. However, it takes a considerable amount of data 
(the FETRA limits come from data sets of ~ 50p6 - 1) to achieve good sensitivity and 
hence the searches require high luminosity machines. 

At the £°, there is plenty of rate. A shape analysis Akin to that discussed in Sec. 
4.1 would very quickly signal a new heavy flavor. The question would then be is it 
a charge - 3 or | quark? Two possibilities come to mind for deciding. Because the 
weak coupling conlanls differ (see Sec. 3) for the two quark species, the pt- -luctLon 
rate at the Z0 differs. The difference is about 20% and if there was nothing else 
new contributing to the Z° total decay rate, it would probably be possible to make 
an assignment or the quark charge based on the event rate of the new flavor. The 
other alternative would be to measure the charge or longitudinal asymmetry which is 
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sensitive to the weak coupling constants. Running at the Z° provides sensitivity of 
Af_i < M 2o/2 

Fig. 52. The data of MAKK J show the 
hadron thrust for hadronic events which contain 
a muon. Three alternative Monte Carlo options 
are shown. This measure nent permits the 
MARK J to set limits on the presence 
of a charge — 3 <jn?.rk. 
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The third option Tor searching for new flavors involves counting the number of v 
species. This can be done by measuring the width of the Z°: 

r-'° =w^ H"+i i+u ~4 einHw)2\Nt 

+ a[l + (l-|ain8tV)a]W-j} 

where Nf = number of charged leptons, Na = number of quarks with charge a and 
N^ = number of neutrino flavors. Each additional neutrino flavor contributes 

SfJWfo 
yfi 12* 160 MeV 
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toT^o. In Ibe standard mode), F^o = 2.5 GeV. In order to observe a &T effect implies 
measuring TZQ to ~ 2%. This will be a very difficult task because tbe measured width 
will have to be corrected for complicated radiative effects, beam dynamics (machine 
energy spread, staMlity, etc.). G. Barbiellini et a l . / 7 discuss running above the Z° 
searching foT events of the type 

The signature for these events would be a single bard photon. The main background 
comes from e+e~ — e+e~t. However, if one can cover the solid angle with electro
magnetic calor'^etry down to -v 6° of the beamline, then the •> from e+e~i must be 
accompanied in the detector by at least one of the e*. The cross section for (0) is 
given in the standard model by 

dag_g>°gg.m.(i-*)[('-f)a + 3 ¥] 
dxdy ~ 6JT2 x ( I - y 2 ) 

tNM + A) + 2<W + SH)[l - 3?.m.(l - r)M|o] +1' 

where 1 = g-2- and y = cosS-,. One chooses Ec.m. so as to optimize the signal to 
noise. Figure 53 is taken from Barbiellini et a.1., showing tbe photon yield resulting 
from a choice of Ec.m. = 105 GeV. Each additional v flavor conlrU'Jtes a change of 
O.Olnfc-1. AGOdayrunat < L > = 2X I 1 3 I 1 « H " ! sec - 1 will produce300 ,,en's with 
£"-, within 2.5 GeV of the peak. If CJC or LEP can ach.eve their design luminosity, 
then this u counting experiment wilt be a realistic possibility. It should be pointed out 
that in fact the experiment described above actually counts the number of neutral, 
weakly coup lea objects some of whic^ might not be neutrinos. An example of other 
possible sources are supersymmelry particles (see next section). The detector required 
for this experiment is one which Las continuous electromagnetic coverage down to 
angles of 6°. This coverage can be crude in the forward directions (imall angles) since 
the signal photon gives adequate rate if 160° > 6 > 20°. An energy resolution of 

is required. Charged tracking is seeded in the rtfuoc 160* > 
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6. Models Which Avoid the Gauge Hierarchy Problem 

Th«r« are many different ways to state the so called "gauge hierarchy problem." 
The HigEs mechanism sets a mass scale — the electroweak scale — in a most unnatural 
way because the procass requires remarkably fine tuning. Stated another way, the 
radiative corrections to the Higgs mass, shown in Fig. 54, are quadratically divergent. 

_ H w 

0 r^ 
Fig. 54. Examples or loop diagrams which con- H H H H 
tribute quadratic divergence to the Higgs mass. 

This issue is covered very elegantly in the lectures of L. Susskind in these proceed
ings and we will not take time here to discuss it further. We will consider three ways 
to avoid the untiatiiralness of the Higgs mechanism: 

1. Cancel each quadratically divergent diagram uniquely — superaymmetry, 

2. Put in a cut-off parameter at a scale of ~ 10 GeV — technicolor, and 

3. Make 51/(2) strong at the scale of ~ 10 GeV — composites of confined fermions. 

6.1 SUPERSYMMETRY (SUSY) 

In supersyrnmetry new particles are introduced with couplings such that the quad
ratic divergences are cancelled graph by graph to all orders. Such a magic cancellation 
implies a symmetry or nature is at work — in fatt a "superaymmetry." The new 
symmetry is most unfamiliar to us. We are accustomed to symmetries which relate 
particles of the same spin; multiplets of flavor 51/(3), color 5U{3), isospin SU{2), 
electroweak SU[2) A 1/(1) all contain particles with the same spin. Supersymmetry 
introduces a high level of uniformity by grouping together in multiplets particles whose 
spin differ by g a unit. Symmetry operations transform fermions into bosons and vice 
Vftrsa. Hence the photon has a SUSY partner with spin \ called the photiao, leptons 
and quarks have spin r°ro partners called sleptons and squarks etc., etc. The multiplets 
of SUSY are shown in Table 8. 
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Tahlc £. Supcrsynimctry Particle Multiplets 

Spin 1 Spin \ Spin 0 

Mwltiplel 
Photon 
Gluons 

Phatino 
Gluino 

Massive Gauge 
Multiplcl 

Wino, 
Zino, Goldstino 

Shigges 

Matter 
Multiple! 

Lej Ions 
Quarks 

Slcptons 
Squarka 

Unless supersymmetry is broken, we will have a mass degeneracy between the 
familiar particles and their SUSY partners. This is clearly not the case and hence 
SUSY must be broken. Tbe mildest way to do this is spontaneously and the simplest 
scheme was that proposed by Fayet.18 In Fayet's scheme there is only a single generator, 
Qa, which will permit transformations which change the spin by a J unit: 

Q„\Fermion >=|Boaen > (a = 1,2 spin index) 

Qa.\Doaon >=|Fermton > 

Such schemes having only one generator ar« called "simple" and we will restrict our 
discussion to such models. (Models having more than one generator are called "ex
tended" models) In Fayet's model the gauge group is expanded to SU(2)/\U{l)/\U(iy 
which results in a new massive gauge boson which is called V. The spontaneous break
down of the symmetry is achieved u<ung a pair of complex Higgs doublets. Tbe result 
is the fl.ppeara.uce of charged and neutral stalws {called shtgges) as described in See. 
5-1. There are many schemes for breaking SUSY and each leads to different mass 
splittings, and hence masses, for the SUSY particles. In Fayet's scheme one obtains 
bounds for the particle masses and in particular 

M H ± < SQCeVfc2 

Mfjo > SQSeV/c2 
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and 

In th.J simple model, all the SUSY partners of th» fermions have masses below Mzoj1. 
Other than spill, all members of the same multiple! have the same quantum numbers 
and becce their couplings to the Z° sod photon will be the same. The production 
rates for BfermiDDs are half that or the fermions. (The usual | characteristic of scalars 
\s multiplied by two because there are two scalar partners for each fermbu.) These 
comments are modified near threshold by the usual P6 turn-on for scalar particles. 

How do sfcrmions decoy? They decay (see Fi^. 55) to their fermion partners plus 
a photino or goldstino (slcptons) or a photino, jjuioo or wino {squ&rks}. The photino 
and goldstina ran be thought of as neutrino-like for the purposes of interactions in 
any detecting device, although in general this statement is not true. This description 
of SUSY was not intended to i>e complete or rigorous. The interested reader will find 
the references in Ref. 49 very complete. However, the preceding discussion suffices to 
establish how one would search for SUSY particles. 

(«! , n,« 

Fig. 55. The decay o! slepto&s {&) and V £ > 
squarks (b). 

Phofino Photino 
goldslino gluino 

wino 

Searches for sharks and sleptona can be pursued in the e + e ~ continuum. 1 hese 
sealars will be pair produced with a characteristic aitfie angular -listribution and a 
production rate 

2 -.3. 

and if fj s s i 

*(«,, A>] = to(S;t St) =s 3 - - • ^ p 0 1 B ( 
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where Sq and 5 / refer to the scdar partners of quarks and lepions. For each new 
squatk sptciw, 6R = 5 or £ depending on its charge. R is krrw at PETRA to ±&% 
{systematic error) or ~ 0.2. Hence it is probable that most or alt of the charge § 
squarks have masses above 18.3 GeV ."*. 

pirect searches have boon perfoiued for the scalar leptons via the process 

e + c ~ — St $2 

L-> C+ + pkotino 
1 > t~ + photino 

where t = « >r ft or r. These searches proceed in an obvious way — one searches for 
ee, |xfi and TT events in excess of the QED rate. If $ a; 1 there would be an tacieue 
above QED of ?s 50% in the yields of these events. One also expects lots of missing 
energy and momentum. Tlie 05% confideoce level limits obtained at PETltA are 
given in Table 9 which is compiled from the references in Ref. 50. In all thesis Lest* 
the neutral missing particle (photkio or goldstino) is assumed to be stable, 

Table 0. Mass Limit: (05% confidence level) for 
Sc, Sp, Sr (see Ref. 50). 

Experiment 

Excluded Mass Range (GeV/c 2) 

Experiment Electron Muon Tau 

CELLO 
JADE 

MARX J 

PLUTO 

2 - 10.8 
< 1ft 

< 13 

3.3 - 16 

3 - 15 

6 - 15.3 
4 - 13 

M r - 1 4 

The searches described *-» ''"ptons invoke tbe assumption thai JW^ < £Clim</2, 
M. K- Gaillard ct al. ,M have proposed a mechanism wht/eby one can obtain sensitivity 
beyond Ecmj2. The process involved in shown in Fig. 58, where tbe symbol -7 i» used 
for tbe photino. Lodcr the assumption that tbe photino is stable and has a small 
mass, the e + takes up very little transversa motii*..<-uin and hence continues down the 
beampipe. The lignatL 2 is an event with » single electron with substantial energy and 
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large missing transverse momentum. The cross section for the process is calculated in 

Rer. 51. One Bnds that for Bem. ~ 4 0 GeV 

tr{Sci) = 5% «r p o t n , for Ms, = J5 GeV/c2 

= 15% <Tpo!.,lt for MSf = 30 GeV / e 2 . 

Fig. 56. The process e + e~ -» e+e~ ^ Tf. 
The c + will go perferentiaily in the forward 
direction leaving only the t~ in the detector 

For < L > = 10 3 1 this would correspond to an event rate of ~ 100/month and 
3/month, respectively. Backgrounds will come from QED pt xcssea (erf) where the 
photon escapes through uninstrumented cracks in the detectors. Suppression of these 
backgrounds are aided by the fact that the signal has a roughly isotropic angular 
distribution for the e* and the e± is energetic. Since the publication or Ref. 51, most 
of the PEP and PETRA detectors have augmented their hardware so that they will 
trigger on a singb high energy (few GeV) electron. We should expect results from 
these searches within six to twelve months, with expected mass sensitivity in the range 
of 20-30 GeV/c 2 . 

All the tests for charged and neutral Higgs particles given in Sees. 4.3 and 5.1 
apply also for the Shiggs particles. 

The Z° will offer a suparb testing ground Tor SUSY. In Fayet's simple model oil the 
sfcrmions will have masses below M^ll and the /fa will be 50% wider than in the 
standard model. Fayet*s model aside, Tor «ach new squark, the rate of Z° decays will 
go up by about h% and for each new charged sl^pton it will go up by ].&% (0 = 1 
is assumed). The squarks would be heavy and hence detectable using a shape analysis 
and the s>lcptons will yield to testa analogous to ibose described earlier in this KITIIOD 
for continuum production. Gi. . i the high production rate far Z°'s, these evenls will 
easily be seen. The neutrals (photino, goldstino) will be observed in Ihc process 

e' e* 

Y 
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as described in the neutrino counting experiment of Sec. 5.4. 

High energy e + e - interactions offer a much wider range of tests than those dis
cussed here. We have ignored the is3ue of the stability of the neutrals, the detection 
of the glumo, etc., etc. These can be found in the references or weekly on the preprint 
shelves. It should be remembered that the simple model of Fayot mi(;ht be wrong and 
that the extended models do not recessarily have low lying charged fcrmions. Super-
symmetry is a very attractive theory offering the potential for unifying gravity, QCD 
and clectroweak interactions. Testhg SUSY, however, might be very frustrating if the 
mass scale koops growing. 

a.2 TECHNICOLOR THEORIES - DYNAMICAL SYMMETRY BREAKING 

lu orde have a theory which is renorraalizable, gauge bosons must acquire mass 
as a result of spontaneous symmetry * ^aking. la the standard model, this breaking is 
achieved using the Higgs mechanism However, it is possible for the gauge interactions 
themselves to cause spontaneous symmetry breakdown. The class of theories iu which 
this dynamical mechanism is employed is called Technicolor Theories.52 

In these theories a new set of unbroken, non-Abelian gauge interactions are intro
duced which become strong at a scale /ixc — 1 TeV. Technicolor is therefore analogous 
to QCD with a spectrum of technicolor singlets with masses of ~ 1 TeV. The analogs 
of the QCD Tcrmions arc so called l&zu jifermioLs and the role of the Higgs particles 
of the stnndard mode) are assumed by spi) zero bound states of these tcchnifermions. 
In the minimal technicolor schemes all the light psroidoscalare are eaten by the gauge 
bosons of the weak interaction. Since we do not have Higgs particles there is no 
Yukawa mechanism for generating ordinary fermion masses. In technicolor this must 
be achieved by an additional gauge interaction which couples ordinary fermions to 
tcchnifprmions. 

The mass generation scheme in the standard model via Yukawa couplings (a) and 
the Tour fermion type interaction in technicolor theories (b) are shown in Fig. 57. 
Models which include the additional gauge interaction for mass generation are called 
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extended technicolor (ETC) models. No completely satisfactory model or E T C has 
emerged as discussed in Susskind's lectures in these proceeding?. Tn the E T C schemes 
there are more light pseudoscalars than in the micuaal model, and after the weak 
interaction bosons have been given mp-ss, a spectrum or physical scalars (iechnipions) 
remain. T h e number of these teehnipions depends on t h e E T C model. However, 
independent of the model there is an irreducible minimum of four technipions with 
masses in the 10 G e V / c 2 range. We will call these P±, P° and P * . These scalars a re 
analogous to the four light hadrons, **, JT° and r/ 1 , of normal color. In addition to the 
technipions there is a spectrum of technihadrons with masses in the 250-1000 G e V / c 2 

range. 

Fig. 57. The generation of fermion masses: 
(a) via the Higgs field $ in the s tandard 
model and (b) via t h e four Fermi type 
interaction in E T C . 'F? 

(a] HlflflS Meehqnijm (b) ETC M«chonl»m 
i - U 43IM40 

What do we know about the masses of the technipionsT There are two contributions 
to the tcvbnipinn masses. The first arises from the eJectroweak interaction and can 
be calculated in a completely model independent way. The second contribution comes 
from ETC and is very model dependent. In the absence or ETC, Mp± ~ (5-8) GeV/e2 

and Mpo = 0. The addition of ETC generate, extra mass and typically Mp± < 10-
15 GeV/c2 and MPa < 5 GeV/c2. However there are some ETC models in which 
MP± =* 30 GeV/c2, 

What about the lechnipion couplings? In most models the situation is similar to 
that of charged and neutral Higp particles — hypcrpions like to couple to the heaviest 
fermion pair available. Since they are scalars their production angular distribution 
and rate are the same as for H°t H± as discussod in Sec. 4 (H°\ and 5.1 (//*). I-i 
particular the searches for H* described in Sec. 5.1 (see Fig. 46) apply equally well 
for P±. Hence it is very unlikely that M[>± < 15 GeV/c2 and this eliminates a large 
'•lasa of technicolor models. As PETRA raises its energy and, assuming that no scalars 
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are found, technicolor is becoming a less likely scenario. By the end of 1983, PETRA 
experiments will have sensitivity to Mp± < 11 GeV/c2. 

Supposing that a charged scalar is found, Is it a technipion or a Higgs? Given the 
Treedo.n in the models, it will be very difficult to distinguish these two possibilities.53 

However, if we assume that either the standard model or technicolor is correct but not 
both, then the neutral scalar? could provide a means for separating these two options. 
We recall f^m Sec. \ the discussion of the processes Z° — H°ZQ* — Hai+£~ and 
e+e~ — Z°m — Z°H°. These processes involved the coupling Z°Z0H[i which b large 
in the standard model. However for technicolor the Z°ZQP(t coupling is zero to first 
order and the analogous decays involving P° particles occur at an exceedingly low 
rate. 5 3 Typically one finds that the rates for the channels involving P°'s are about 
10~* times smaller than those involving H°'s. Hence if ' « observe these processes, 
then we confirm the standard model. If no such processes ata seen but a charged scalar 
has been found, theu the most likely scenario is that the standard model is wrong and 
technicolor could be correct. 

The searches for lechnih&drons will require LEP ID and the nitre energy colliding 
linac machines. 

6.3 COMPOSITE MODELS; STRONG SU{2) 

Another solution to the gauge hierarchy problem is offered by the model of Abbott 
and FarhtM in which the weak interactions are the result of the composite nature 
of quarks and Icptons. In this model the SU(2) is strong and hence confining at 
the scale of the weak interactions, §~^r ~ 300 GcV. This procedure is analogous to 
QCD in which the confining scale is at a few hundred MeV. In the same sense that 
QCD offers a sensible way to set a mass scale, the strong SU(2) theory does *oo 
and the gai.ge hierarchy problem is avoided. The composite model retains the gauge 
structure of the standard model namely 51/(3) A 51/(2) A U( 1). It crntains a complex 
doublet of Iliggs fields, but the scalar potential is adjusted so that no spontaneous 
symmetry breaking occurs. The particle content b the same as in th<% itandard model 
— left-banded doublets aiid right-handed singlets. Since the righlrhanded fermions 
are singlets of SU(2) they are not confined and hence are the right-banded quarks 
and leptons. However, the left-handed fermions are confined at the scale §p2 and the 
familiar left-handed fermions must be constructed from these confined particles. The 
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absence of spontaneous symmetry breaking implies that (7(1) and SU{2) are not mixed 
and hence 1/(1) becomes the U(l) of eiectromagnetism. 

In analogy with QCD, we expect a rich spectrum of particles, most of them with 
masses ~ 300 GeV. There tre some bound stales -with light masses and these are the 
left-handed quarks and leptons. These particles are constructed out of bound states 
of the Left-handed confined fermiana and the scalars mentioned above. This generates 
particles with the correct quantum numbers but they are masslcss. Yukawa couplings 
are used to generate mass for the quarks and kptons and in this way the lull qu&Tk 
and lepton spectrum of the standard mode] is recovered. 

The weak interaction Lagrangian in thb theory is 

where J,, — {J+, J", J3) is the weak isovectur current and J° is the weak isoscalar 
current. Since no evidence for the latter current exists, £ is assumed, without any 
justification, to be <0 05. The standard model weak interaction Lagrangian is 

LSM = ^ \j+J; + {Jf, - .ii. a%/™) 8} • 

How do we account for the difference and hence make the composite model Lagrangian 
consistent with the low energy dat^? The solution lies i& the observation that, because 
of the composite nature of the fermions, they possess electric (and magnetic) form 
factors. When one adds in the contribution fror.- the interaction of this charge distri
bution and the electromagnetic interaction (Vs), one can obtain consistency with the 
low energy data. The parameter a m 2 % in this model has nothing to do with elec-
troweak mixing. Rather it measures the strength of the mixing between a photon and 
one of the vector mesons of strong SU[2). The data can be fit if this mixing parameter 
takes on a value of 0.23, This b a very large mixing v,hen compared with the compara
ble QCD situation where the photon-rho mixing is 0.02. The strong SU(2) theory Hoes 
not explain the large mixing; the value is taken to ensure that the experimental data 
can be Dt. Also it is odd that while the electric form factor is large the magnetic form 
factor must be kept small so as not to develop too targe a muoti magnetic moment. 

Following the discussion above, this model can describe the low eneigy data. How
ever, there is no narrow Z° in this model. If there is a narrow '£** in the 100 CSeV/c2 
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mass range then this model is wrong. If there is no 2°, and this model becomes a 
candidate for the standard model, we would have to search for the particle spectrum 
associated with the strong scale at p p s (ct hadrons of QCD). There will be particles 
with Masses > 250 GeV/c2. In addition (ala IT'S in QCD) there will be some vector 
mesons with masses in the 100-200 GeV/c2 range. They will Dot 'le easy to find be
cause they will decay strongly and can be expected to have widths on the order of 20-30 
GeV. Tbe best signature would come from the fact that these strong 51/(2) decays will 
treat quarts and leptotu democratically (aside from the 3:1 advantage from foloi) and 
hence one will see a lot of teptons in the decays. One would need to be running at LEP 
II and LEP 01 with a device which had good iepton/hadron rejection so that a clean 
measurement of Re or Up could be made. This possibility is discussed by DeRugula 
in a delightful article on "glints." The study of the high mass spectrum will require 
the colliding liuac machines. 

We have discussed a model in which the quarks and leptons are composite. What 
experimental evidence do we have for the size of fermions? Since photons couple to 
charge they make an excellent probe of the size of fermions. This can be done using 
measurements of the processes 

e-NT-/7 
where / = e,u,r,g. The data at PETRA have been fit assuming that the pointliie 
QED cross section is modiGed by a form factor of the type 

<r-A£ 

Table 10 shows the 9!>% confidence level lower limits for A±. These Tesults are taken 
from Rcf, 18. 
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Table 10. S&% Confidence Level Lower Limits for A± (GeV) 

£ P T 
• 

A+ A~ A + A~ A + A" A+ A-

CELLO 
JADE 
MARK J 
PLUTO 
TASSO 

83 
112 
123 
80 
no 

85 
106 
161 
234 
206 

142 
194 
107 
127 

126 
153 
101 
136 

139 
HI 
126 
79 
104 

120 
03 
116 
63 
189 1 

I 
1 

" 
1 

285 

We may conclude that fermions are pointlike down to — 10~ 1 B em. As we go to 
higher energies we must continue these measurements to probe larger composite mass 
scales. 
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7. Summary and Conclusions 

We have discussed how we can continue to test the standard model using t+t~ 
interactions at energies beyond those presently available. We have seen that the ma
chines wbich we will have available in the next ten years will permit us to make many 
important and decisive tests or the standard model. We have investigated how we 
con test theories which go beyond the standard model. Some of these theories involve 
minor modifications of the standard mode!, others were much more radical. We suv 
that these studies are done in the continuum, at toponium and at the Z°. Rather than 
summarize the important searches in words, we have chosen to provide the reader 
with a reminder in the form of Table 11. The key for this table is E = Ee.m., a cross 
indicates that the search is not possible, a check indicate that it is, and uo entry 
means that an entry is not applicable or Dot interesting. 

How are we situated with respect to Table UT Figure 58 summarizes the avail
able energy of e+e" high energy machines as a function of calendar year. Topo
nium and the Z° are vital to our searches. Z° factories will soon exist in both the 
U.S.A. and Europe and by 1988 there should he five or sue goad detectors running 
at the Z°. If Afi < MZo/2, then toponium can be studied at one or some of FE-
TRA/TRISTAN/SLC/LEP. The region from 100-250 GeV is covered by LEP on a 
time scale estimated to bts the early 1990's. 

Hut we saw lots of options for thresholds above $p a 300 GeV. Supersymmetry, 
technicolor, composite models are but a few of these cot ions. This is clearly the 
new frontier and every effort must be made to accelerate the availability of the colliding 
linars. If we look at Fig. 58 we find that, to very good approximation, the entries 
lie on a straight line. If wc extrapolate this line to Ee.m. ~ 500 GeV (1000 GeV) we 
find ourselves in the year 2000 (2005). Hopefully we can prow that the present linear 
relationship is not a universal law of nature and that the frontier machines can be 
built and operated in tbb century. 
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Table ll. Summary of Searches Discussed in These Lectures. 

Continuum 2° Toponium 

Top £ > 3 8 G e V V / 

*> E>38GeV 
tower Broil QD M^e 

V X 

W* £ > 2 M i v x < 
B° ff>Jl> J V 
Gtoou maybe. £ > 38 GeV V • 
Free Quark ADE V 1 / 

H* M „ < M i X * WH < M 
MoltiplcZ's J f j , J T > J t > ' ( M l ) X 

New Generations 
• 

m&yb&, rate limited 
100<E<]10GftV 

• 

SUSY: 

Si 
• 
• 

Technicolor: 

same u / /* 
£ > M2« (•) */{•) s/ 

Technihadron F > 200 Gov X X 

*V(8taww £ > 100 GeV 
£ > 250 CeV 

V(,] 

i^impcsites AIIE 

*Null result expected-
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Fig- 58. The march towards the final 
frontier! The available energy for the 
e +e~ machines as a function of 
calendar year, la the case of the 
new machines a rang? of expected 
good luminosity is shown. 

'82 W IK to 1B6 1B7 168 189 '90 *2 '94 
<a CALENDER YEAR .,„ 

Wb should remember that we could arrive at ~ 200 GeV and the standard model 
mJRbt still be the best description of nature wnfeh we have. What thenT The sceptics 
will say that there is no mod reason to push further for study only Bedouins n\» 
deserts! Well the response to those aeeptfes is, "What self-respecting Bedouin would 
resist ao oasis?* The only way to demonstrate that there is nothing now happening 
beyond the frontier is to cross ill 

e + e~ hternctions at very high energies offer the potential Tor wide ranging tests 
of current high energy theories. The a«xt ten years should prove to be very exciting 
indci-d. 
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